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IN o YEARS! 'ROLL THE BONES' THE FIRST · . . . . · . . . 

7"· CUT TO SHAPE 'DICE DISC'· HOLOGRAM CD and COLLECTORS EDITION CD 

WITH BOOKLET CONTAINING PREVIOUSLY UNSEEN PHOTOS and 20 MINUTES OF MATERIAL 

'DICE DISC' and CD's FEATURE NEW INTERVIEWS WITH ALEX, GEDDY and NEIL 

ON TOUR 
10TH APRIL SHEFFIELD • 12TH APRIL BIRMINGHAM NEC· 13TH APRIL BIRMINGHAM NEC 

15TH APRIL GLASGOW SECC • 17TH APRIL LONDON WEMBLEY ARENA • 18TH APRIL LONDON WEMBLEY ARENA 



welco llle one and all, fl ew or Old reader LO cne r 11'::>L 

Spirit Of Rush in our 5th year. What a way to. start 
with Rush due here in a little while to play 1n 
Europe for the 1st time in 4 years. Reports from 
North America suggest the April / May concerts w1ll be 
worth the long wait. If you are attending any shows 
on the tour please be good enough to hand out the 
RED 'Spirit Of Rush' cards which you will have ~ound 

enc losed with this issue. We really do need a b1g 
influx of NEW readers to keep the mag going from 
strength to-8trength. So please do your best to 
hand out all the cards to other fans who may never 
have heard of us before. Your help will ensure we 
continue on well into the 90's. 

I hope all of yo u who ordered tickets through us 
were happy with the seat s you rece1ved, I tr1ed to 
be as fair as possible especially where some of 
yo u ordered for multiple nights. 

We are in the formative stages of trying to set up 
a 'Spirit' get together at a hotel in Wembl ey, o~ 

the afternoon of the final UK show (Sat 18th Apr1l), 
along the lines of a buffet/bar affair. The cost. 
look s like coming out at £1 0/ 12 per head (pr1ce 1nc. 
hi re and buffet only) drinks are your responsibility. 
Anybody interested in attending should send a SAE to 
me at the editorial address, please state how many 
tickets yo u would like. If enough people s how an 
i nterest we will set it up and let you know how to 
book your place. Please act quickly or we will have 
no time to set it up. Last word on the s ubj ec t, pay 
ment in ADVANCE maybe required. 

As you probably know by now 'Roll The Bones ' is 
released as a single on 17th Feb (you have bought all 
format s, haven't you?) 'Ghost Of A Chance' is planned 
for release on April 6th to coincide with the tour. 
Nice to see that 'Bones' included some previously 
un-heard interview segments with the guys on the flip 
side. It is hoped that 'Ghost' will include a previous
l y unreleased live song on one (or more ) of it's for
mats. Buy them all'!! 

Would you please welcome Ben De Graff in Holland to 
our s mall team. Ben will be handling all NON UK, 
European distribution and subsciptions from now on. 
Cheers Ben, keep up the good work. 

Steve Streeter's excel l ent 'A Show Of Fans ' continues 
to go from strength to strength , issue number 4 
should be available at the end of March. European 
subscriptions are available fro m Neil Elliott. Now! 
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'A Show Of Hands' for the 
following guys & girls. 
Jo Waring at Kennady Street for 
everything you aid for us. Mark 
Fe l s ot of the Global Satallite 
Network, for the Rockline 
inter view . Karen of the big 'K' 
Mathew Waltz at the Virgin 
mega/ mega store. And las t but 
not least Dante, Geoff, Richard 
and all at East/West records 
f~r their commitment and gener
osity. Pri ze people one and all, 
you owe them a lot. 

All of us here at 'Spirit' look 
forward to meeting many of you 
at the shows, I'm sure all of 
us will have a great time. 

Good luck with this issues 
competition, you won't win any-
thing unless you give it a try 
will yo u? Go for it! 

If you are a new reader respond 
ing t o a red card, thank you 
for giving us a try, we hope 
you like 'Spirit' eno ugh to 
become a regular s ubscriber/ 
contributor. We'r e s ur e yo u will. 
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Steve Streeter, Hartford, Connecticut - 12/13/91 
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Kennedy Street Enterprises present. 

SHEFFIEL D FRI 10 APRIL 7.3OPM 

TIckets: £ 14 & £ 12 available from Sheffield Arena --- Box Office or from the following agents: Sheffield City Holl . 
Sheffield & Leeds Cavendish Travel · Nottingham & Derby Way 

Ahead . Hull Gough & Davy . Hudderslield 8onkhouse Leisure · Grimsby Solid Enler10inment . 
Bolton Argon Events· Manchester Piccadilly Box Office 

A RE;\; /\ 

SUN 12 & MON 13 A PRIL 7.3OPM 

TIckets: £14 & £1 2 available from Birmingham 
NEC Box Office or from thelollowing agents: Binninghom 
Odeon . Birmingham Ticket Shop . Wo!verhompton & Stoke 

Mike Lloyds Megostore . C""""try Poster Place . Leicester Town Holl Box Office · Manchester 
Piccadilly Box Office . Nottinghom& Derby Way Ahead . Lotus Record. Stafford 

TIckets lor Sheffield & Birmingham available by post at £14.75 & £1 2 .75 
lind 75p per ldl bIcg feel: from Rush Box Office,P.O. Box 4, Altrincham, Cheshire 

WA 14 2JQ. Please make cheques or postal orders payable ta Kennedy Street 
Enterprises and enclose a SAE. 

GLASGOW 
S.E.C.C., HALL 4 

WED 1 5 APRIL 7.30PM 

Tickets: £13.50 & £11 .50 available from Glasgow 
and Edinburgh Virgin Records: Edinburgh Playhouse 
and all usual TOCT A agents 

1 '~ '~'lI~~RPffPtn~J~ " 9~ ~ ' 5';S7{6969/ t l 
FRI 17 & SAT 18 APRIL 7. 30PM 

Tickets : £14 & £12 available from 

WEMBLEY Wemble: B~x Office 0819001 234 and 

ARE
'" _ • Virgin Megastore lopp To. CrtRd TubeSlolionl 

..... 1£1 per Ickl bkg feel. 

By post Iplu, 75p per Ickl bkg l.el from Rush Box Office, P.O. Box 501 , Harrow, HA2 9DG; 
Cheque. and P.Os. made payable to Kennedy Street Enterprises. ploose endose a SAE. 

Agency & c.c. Bookings subject to booking fee. 



COMPETITION 
Those nice guys at East/West Records are kindly donating some rather nifty 
items for us to give away as prizes in an exclusive Spirit Of Rush competition. 

FIRST PRIZE 

A 2' square (appro x) teak effect dice (as seen in the Roll The Bones promo 
video) you will notice a pile of them in the fore-ground, also the boy trips 
over one just before knocking the wall of dice down. A VERY NICE PRIZE' 

SECOND PRIZE 

Ten runners up will receive copies of the just issued radio promo only CD 
'Roll The Bones radio special' Anthem promo Number 10. ANOTHER NICE ITEM ' 

THIRD PRIZE 

A further 100 entrants will receive an assortment of posters/ To shirts/programmes 
press kits/badges e tc. To enter please answer the following questions:-

1) Who wrote the first original composition to be released by Rush on vinyl? 

2) Name the two support acts who opened for Rush in Toronto on New Years Eve ln 
1976? 

3) How was 'New World Man' first known ? 

4) Name the 'toy' producer of Grace Under Pressure. 

5) Who did the rap on 'Roll The Bones'? 

Send your answers by the closing date of 4th April 1992 to Neil Elliott. at the 
following address:- 8, RYELANDS CLOSE, CATERHAM, SURREY. CR3. 5HY. (quickly) 

Sorry, but the competition is open to the UK residents only. 

The editors decision is final (so there') 

We hope to present the first prize winner with the dice at the bands final 
Wembley show on Saturday 18th April, if they are attending the show. The ten 
second prize winners CD's will be dispatched at the end of April. Third prize 
winners will be notified with their subscription issue of Spirit No. 18 (May). 

A full list of prize winners will also appear in the Spring (No. 18) Spirit. 

We don't think the questions are that hard for old or new fans, good luck!. 

A Rush Fanzine FOR and BY Rush Fans 
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THE FOLLOWING ARE ALL FAN ORIENTATED PUBLICA TIO NS FOR YO UR FNT ERTAINMENT. 

HO T ASH: Wi shbone As h fa nzine avai l ab le on s ub sc riptIon (]nl y UK £6.50 EUR OPl 
£7.S0 USA/ EL SEWHER E £B.50, prices i ncl ude p&p fr om G. Carter, 33 Kersinqton 
Cres, Cow l ey, Oxford. OX4 3RJ. 

YES MU SIC CIRCLE : Yes fa nzine UK £ 1. 50 l UROPE £2. 00 ELS EWHFRE / US $5. 00 or £3.00 
IMO. Send SAE to Tiz Hay, 44 Oswald Cl ose, Leatherhead, Surrey. KT22 9UG England 

RUFF DIAMOND: Heavy Ro ck fan zi ne UK £1.00 ELSE WHERE IRC required for de t ai l s, to 
Sean Tyler , 24 Gload Cres, Orpington , Ke nt. BR5 4Pr 

RYC H H ROLL: Queensryche fanzine UK £2. 00 ELSEWHERE IRC for detai l s to Lee 
Hardman 51 Homestead Cres, Burnage, Manchester M19 l GJ 

WEARING AND TEARING: Led Zeppelin fanzi ne UK £1. 50 EUROPE £2.00 ELSEWHERE £3.00 
to M. Archer, 30 Brook Road , Fallowfield , Manchester M14 6UF 

I 
TMERSHI DUWEEN Frank Zappa fan zine UK £1 .20 EUROPE £1.40 ELSEWHERE £1 .70 to 
F. Tomsett, 96a Cowli s haw Road, Sheffi e ld S11 BX H 

SOUTHER N CROSS: Black Sabbath fan zine UK £1. 00 ELSEWHER E £3 .00 to P. Scott 
53 Davenport Ave, Crewe, Cheshire CW2 6LG 

WIRED: Jeff Beck fan zi ne UK £l .BO US/ JAPAN £2.50 to N. Fann igan, 44 Unjt y A\e, 
Sneyd Green, Stoke- On- Trent , Staffs. ST1 6DE 

THE AMAZING PUDDING : Pink Floyd fa nzi ne UK (6 issue s ub ) £6.90 US/ Can £B.40 
Australia/ NZ/Japan £B. 70 to Carole Walker, 81 Fossdale Mo ss, Leyland, Pres ton 
PR5 3WS 

KISS RENEGADE S: Kiss fa nzine UK £3.00 ELSE WH ERE IRC for details to Ross Humph reys 
76 Cwmgelli Close, Treboeth , Swansea SAS 9BZ 

HAWKFAN : Hawkwind fanzine UK £1.00 ELSEWHERE IRC for details to Brian Tawn, 29 
Cordon St, Wi sbech Cambs PE13 2LW 

FREE APPRECIATION SOCIETY: Free fanzine 6 issue sub UK £5. 00 ELSEWHERE £7.00 
to David Clayton 39 Staverton Rd, Bilborough, Nottingham NGB 4ET 

A NEW DAY: Jethro Tull fan zine S issue sub UK £S.50 AUSTRALIA/ NZ / JAPAN £10.00 
to 37 Chaucer Rd Farnborough, Hants GU14 BSP 

SHEER CULT: Cult fanzine UK £1.00 plus SAE ELSEWHERE IRC for details to M. 
Ward, 43 Armit Rd , Greenfield, Oldham OL 3 7LN 

PLEASE MENTION THE SPIRIT OF RUSH WHEN WRITING TO ANY OF THE ABOVE - THANKYOU . 
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The Never Ending Rush Story 
By Steve S t reete r • 

Frantically, I packed my bag full of ASOF flyers and business 
cards. ASOF#3 would not be ready until the 7th, so I packed 
a few #2s to show the fans. Notwanting to park in New York 
City, I stopped in Stamford, CT and ran to the train station . 
Yikes! My train was leaving in two minutes! Made it in plenty 
of time, as the trains were running late. Lady luck would go 
my way all week. So I paced the tracks on the look out for none 
other than Rush fans! It wasn't long before I ran into a group 
of other fans on thei r way down to Madison Square Garden . 
On the train I met yet another fan (Steve Savo) and some of 
his friends who were a ll rabid Rush heads. We did not stop 
talking the whole ride down. Truly a great way to start a tour. 
Thanks for greeting me with a friendly voice! 

We got down pretty early. Ian Mouat from Scotland was 
flying in for the show, and I wanted to make sure I did not miss 
him. Immediately upon arriva l Rush fans were everywhere. 
"A Show of Fans? Steve .. .. ," said an obvious Rush fan with 
equa lly long hair as mine, "I'm Kevin from Mississauga, 
Canada and you sent me an issue ... " What a pleasant 
surprise! We chatted for a bit (could have gone on for hours) 
and had to move along to meet up with other fans and friends . 
So I started to hand out flyers discreetly to any hard core fan 
I ran into. Mike Maynes from Long Island, NY was also 
helping, although we didn't hook up until later on. 

All the fans I met were really warm and nice. This attitude 
would continue throughout the week. It was nice seeing the 
generations of fans including a younger bunch of Rush fans 
along with the rest of us old timers. 

The gates opened and I went in search of Ian. The most 
obvious meeting spot would be our seats, so I bopped to 6th 
row on the floor and saw him there. "Ian, you made it! Good 
to see you!" We didn't get to ta lk a whole lot, mainly due to 
opening actVinnie Moore, which we listened to. (This would 
be the only time I endured Vinnie's set. I was not pleased with 
Moore. We coined the set "The non stop guitar solo from 
hell." I would say 98% of the fans I talked to were NOT happy 
with Moore. But who cares when Rush is about to play?) 

With Vinnie off, the road ies set up shop very quickly. About 
5 minutes into the breakdown, down came a black curtain 
enclosing the stage. The Garden was packed and LOUD. I 
met Ken from New York and saw RayW. (who I wou ld speak 
with on Sat) and he informed me that Rush performed Ghost 
ofa Chance in Largo, Maryland! Wow! So it' s in the set, eh? 
Would they have to drop anything? NO! Alright, enough of 
this teasing - on with the show. 
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C anton, Co n nec ti c u t 
The lights went down and the A Show Of Hands abstract 

fans footage was projected in back as Ged, Alex & Nei l 
walked on stage. Force 10 broke it open in fine fashion just 
like the Presto Tour. There seemed to be a more energetic 
hopping feel to the guys. They were immediately running 
around and smiling thraughout the set. One of the first things 
I noticed was the change in lighting. What a difference 
Howard U. made! It was still very good ... but somehow was 
notas intense as the last few tours with Howard. (Come back 
Herns!!! We love you!) In retrospect, itwas interesting thatthe 
light show did change over the next 5 shows I would be seeing 
on this wondrous journey! There were rumors circulating 
(mind you, just rumors) that Howard might have been flown 
in to work on the lights. In any event, the show went on like 
a rocket. MSGwas in HEAVEN! The place was buzzing with 
that Rush "feel" in the air. I can't get over the incredible 
diversity of the crowd . Wow .. .three generations now into 
Rush. 

The new material was performed flawlessly. And with 
Geddy revealed at last by Neil on Rockline as the mystery 
"rapper," Roll the Bones sounded al l too cool. Although the 
rap (oops! CHAT!!) was synced in, itwas a gas to watch Alex 
dance around and do weird things. He had this neat toy 
skeleton that appeared to be dancing that was always 
amusing the Lerxst. I think it gave off some cosmic energy to 
power ~ome of those tear a second solos. Whew .... Alex was 
sounding clear, distinct and in the best of form. I was glad to 
hear a lot of the standards in the set. Ghost of a Chance was 
a true highlight; a song that they were practicing for a long 
time before presenting it to us fans. It was so cool during "I 
don't believe in the stars and the planets ... ," looking over to 
fellow fans signing just as fervently as I was and REALLY 
experiencing Chain Lightning! I really only missed The 
Mission, although a little By-Tor would have tickled my funny 
bone. But to hear Anthem and Finding My Way was really 
special. Several fans spoke to me about Geddy not being 
able to hit those high notes . Well .... that's just not true . 
Anthem's soaring chorus was brought down toa mid comfort 
range, but I think th is was more of a conscious song change 
rather than Ged not being able to sing it like the a lbum. And 
it sounded BETIER ! About the time of Anthem I about lost my 
voice. 

The mother of al l encores was superb. Rea lizing that Rush 
has but a limited time to present what they want us to hear, 
I was not disappointed in their splicing together a group of 



tunes. Granted, Red Barchetta was brief - BUT...at least we 
got a piece of it! 

The first show ends in a typical blaze of glory, I look over to 
Ian from Scotland, look back at the rest of the crowd, wipe the 
sweat from my brow and say, IIwhat a show! II Ian agrees. 
There's nothing like it. I must catch a trai n, but feel sad that Ian 
cou ld not stay for the second MSG show. (Maybe next tour, 
eh?) Hope you had a great time Ian! 

Some critics are pretty bad and then there's The New York 
Times (Frank Owen) blasting the Friday Rush show in Creem 
fashion, typos and all! This guy must have been on quaaludes. 
He cal led the three Bones songs presented in a row a 
II medley.1I Huh? IIlndeed, Rush is so un-cool, it's practically 
cool, lI and IIhordes of dowdily dressed adolescents ll were 
some of Frank's choice lines to the blind . Give this guy a slap 
in the face (so he wakes up) next time you bump into him! 
Well .... 1 guess it's rare for Rush to make the Times. No 
consolation. 

Saturday, December 7, '99' 
In a flash it' s Saturday. Head down to MSG early again to 

pass out flyers. I was glad to sell my second row ticket to Mike 
Maynes from Long Island. What was even nicer was having 
a helping hand passing out flyers ! ThanksMike. We distributed 
all that we had and headed in for some close up Lerxst side 
action. The energy level was as hot, if not hotter, than Friday. 
As with a ll Rush tours you see multiple shows of, you start to 
discover little nuances on the set, and clothing . Geddy wore 
some beautiful shirts. (DidyourwifedothoseGed?) I can'tget 
over those tenn is shoes Ged. Was that a flashback, or did I 
see two different color shoes one night? I really dug Limelight 
followed by Freewi ll. A really nice pair to rock out to. Since 
my voice amazingly recovered each night, I was in full blown 
singing fashion. A lex really lost it on Big Money. He had me 
in stitches laughing out loud. One second he's singing the 
song, the next, he's mouthing gibberish while motioning like 
a Marx brother. We just stared in wonder at Neil's NEW and 
IMPROVED (yes ... I sa id IMPROVED!!) Rhythm Method . With 
the new (one bass drum, with the beautiful floating three hip 
bones artwork on the cover) set up you could really check out 
Neil's legs. That man WORKS on stage like no other I have 
ever seen. You can see it in his face. All the time spent 
perfecting his craft, all the focus on the moment to deliver a 
perfect performance. That, you see, is his goal. Is Neil a 
cyborg? No sticks dropped yet .... what more can you ask for? 

Oh .... is that Alex on his back kicking his legs? Sure is. 
During the rap segment of Roll the Bones, The Lerxst Man got 
down on the riser and did some aerobatics. I haven't seen 
Rush this happy and content for a long time. There seemed to 
be a content, IIWe are having fun!1I attitude going on each 
night. 

I did get a chance to meet up with many more fans and 
ASOF members. Some fans asked me why didn't I start this 
many years ago. I was publishing fanzines from as far back 
as 1976, but Rush was a lways this mystical thing to me for 
manyyears.lguessyou thinktoyourself ... remain humble and 
happy to be a live; there is Rush! Of course The Backstage 
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-Club existed some years back, butthatonly supplied a portion 
of the Rush fan equation. Also, the timing is very importantand 
if I was going to produce a zine on the best band in the 
universe, it has to be good and it has to last. I'm committed 
to that now, bar any tragic occurrence (knock on Cygnus) . 
Since A Show of Hands, I knew that the time was now! Rush 
was ready to accept their fans and their desire to share and 
engage in Rushlore, share stories, trade and support a fan 
magazine devoted to the mighty three. I notice in interviews 
the constant rem inder that it is US who supports Rush in many 
ways. We buy the music. We go to the shows. And we LOVE 
it! Anyway ... thatwhy the delay. It's all timing. Not only does 
Rush have to be ready to accept us, but WE must accept hard 
rea lities and weigh the factors involved of a hard core Rush 
fanzine. Will we pay the price? By the look of the fans so far 
I think it's going to be alright. 

It was fun seeing the bunnies again. The stage seemed to be 
of a camouflage type make up and I immediately noticed the 
missing rug! The risers had IIspoiler-li ke ll flaps that bled open 
during La Villa that sort of turned the stage into a space ship. 
Neil glowed in a reddish amber hue during this lighting . I 
wore my Eraserhead t-shirt again this tour, just to keep Alex 
& Ged in a space mood. Speaking of David Lynch, I think 
there is another Lynch/Rush connection! (By the way, if Rush 
DOES ever do a soundtrack, how about IIEraserhead II, 
Henry Happy Returns! II) Eric Ross clued me in on this one. We 
believe that IINow it's dark, II from the RTB liner notes is from 
Blue Velvet, a classic must see fi lm by Lynch. There is a scene, 
with the lights out, where one of the characters says, II now it's 
dark. II Watch the movie again and see what you th ink! 

What fun Rush was having. Neil was laughing like a 
madman, Geddy hopping around like a headless chicken 
and Alex posing up a storm! Lerxst did some creative nose 
keyboard playing and even got on his back, kicking his legs 
back and forth during the IIskull rapll segment. The smiles 
were infectious throughout the entire crowd! Everyone was in 
stitches by the time Tom Sawyer started. It's when Rush 
loosens up (Alex's keyboard is taken away by J,J,) that the 
whole face of the show changes. Li ke a tidal wave is Rush. A 
wave crashes down on us song after beautiful song. The final 
Spiritof Radio riff rings from the LersxtMan's weapon and the 
crowd screams in approval! Another ace show. Whatdoyou 
think Mike? Eh? He said nothing and just shook his head in 
disbelief. IIWordscannotdescribe, II was the after show buzz. 

After some quick good-byes, it was time to make the dash 
for the train back home. Get to my destination, walkoutofthe 
car and I sight other Rush fans also finding their way back 
home. II Hey Steve, wemeetagain!lIlwould have one day off 
until the next show, so I used itwisely and slept a lotand made 
more copies of ASOF flyers to get the word out on the 'zine. 

Monday alternoon, December '0, '99' 
Time to head down to Providence, R.I. Got down there about 

4:00 and found out I just missed Neil biking into sound check. 
I met many more fans and once agai n sold my extra ticket to 
a deserving fan. I handed out ASOF flyers in abundance, 
although it was tough walking back and forth to each --



entrance. At least with one person helping, both or multiple 
entrances cou ld have been covered. Alas, the comments on 
the 'zine were positive and "nice." It was another mixed bag 
of young and old, with some families I spotted too! It was 
especially cool to see a father with his six year old (or there 
abouts) waiting by the back entrance door to catch a glimpse 
of Rush. Geddy did a short interview on loca l Providence 
radio right after sound check. Apparently, Rush have been 
doing a whole slew of interviews like this at nearly every stop! 
(Weill try to bring you many of these or get them to Spirit of 
Rush for publication) 

I head in to hang out with fans waiting for Rush to come on. 
Vinnie Moore finishes and I take off for 4th row, Ged side. 
Great! I was on Alexis side the last two shows. It a lways 
seems to balance out. The dapper three came out and 
went into another set of signs and cries. The crowd 
perhaps, was a tad bit more quiet than MSG, but 
I was singing my heart out. I was crying during 
The Pass. That song really has feeling to it 
live. I'm very g lad they kept it in the set 
from Presto. As soon as Lerxst finished 
the solo the crowd rea Ily sa ng a long 
louder than usual with the chorus 
and "Christ, what have you 
done?" Very intense perfor
mance of a song that has 
some very serious things to say. 
We were ALL listening . 

Xanadu was always a highlight. 
Lerxst's "big note" intro was a bit differ
ent from the Presto treatment. I liked the way 
they changed it. As a lways both Alex & Ged 
came front center stage and did the old dueling 
axes thing. The jolt into Superconductor was a great 
combination. It kept the pacing ata Indy race car pace. 

Owww ... Dreamline just dazzled my mind. They had 
honeycomb-like lights shinning through the backdrop. It kind 
of reminded me of weird car headlights. A very "sixties " 
psychedelic look. "We are young, II rang out like thunderand 
boy did everyone shout to this one! Another one that's going 
to be in the set for some tour to come, eh? Lets hope so! 

Mike (a new found Rush friend who bought my extra seat 
that night) was having a great time. Again itwas nice sharing 
the experience with such a nice hard core Rush head. This was 
an "anything can happen ll tour that just unfolded in the right 
way. We bid "bye" and said, "see ya in Worcester tomor
row!" 

Tuesday, December r 0, r 99 r 
Right. So Steve Savo, new found Rush friend who I met 

earlier train-bound to MSG, was going to take over driving 
chores and take an extra seat I had. They were comp tickets, 
and you never know what they will be, so I cou ldn't promise 
anything ! Well, besides pulling into the wrong driveway (bad 
directions, eh? Alright, so I was in Zion) Steve made it early 
so we cou ld perhaps hear sound check and I wanted to pass 
out lots of flyers here. So here we are, getting off downtown 
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Centrum Exit - I felt like I was on some serious drug-like cloud 
- scrambling around to find a parking place. Steve decided 
we should just swing by the hotel. We saw the black Rush tour 
bus and found Mike and two other fans waiting in the lobby. 
Iwas relieved that itwas a low key "cool" group and not some 
mob scene. I knew itwouldn'tbea problem to atleastsay "hi" 
toGed &Alex (Neil had already biked (?) in earlier). Andrew 
M. was scoping out the scene. Everything was cool. Besides, 
I wanted togive Rush the new ASOF and introduce myself ... that 
is, if I didn't faint! You have to remember that live been into 
this band since 1975! Itls been a long wait. 

Lerxst came down first and was a perfect gentlemen. He 
stopped, said II hey, II and proceeded to sign an autograph for 

everybody there. I gave him a copy of #3 (of course, they 
have #1 & 2 a lready) and he signed another one very 

graciously. Thank you A lex! 
Geddy immediately made me feel good. Again 

he signed items from each fan and I gave him 
the new ASOF and he signed the one Lerxst 

signed! "ThanksGeddy, hopeya like it." 
It was brief, but very quality time. The 

kindness projected from them was 
bigger than life. The on ly way I 

can describe it is a pure 
unobstructed flow of power. 
Just a feeling, mind you. 

Alright, maybe I was starstruck. 
I admit it, I was not planning for this 

to happen, I was merely rolling the 
dice of life each day of my mini-tour. I had 

the road map to Jupiter but the mortar 
between the shows was', uncertain. Thanks 

. Steve for the hunch. 
We exitthe hotel as Alex & Ged geton the bus sound 

check bound. Whats that? Hey they're reading the 
fanzine on the bus! We waved good-bye and headed for 

the Cen,trum. Pop into a bar across the street and they play 
Moving Pictures Side 1 in it' s entirety. Wow. I was in heaven 
already! 

Time to pass out some flyers. As the show neared, I went to 
pick up our tickets. I took a look at them and screamed out 
loud. Off to first row floor we go. This was cool. I hadn't 
actually had a first row seat since Hemispheres! It was about 
time, and the other Steve was all smiles. 

The curtain came down (on my head) and Rush poured out 
on the stage. Besides rocking my bloody gluteus max off I felt 
like a microscope just checking out every nuance and pedal 
trigger. Steve pointed his finger into Limelight and we both 
saw that Neil had ripped his bass cover. Ow - that beautiful 
wishbone cover gone! The sound was not affected at a ll as 
far as I could notice. They let it go for awhile until a pause in 
the action, and Larry came out and ripped it off, since it was 
just hanging! What composure, what grace under pressure. 

Geddy kept looking at us. Hope you noticed my trusty 
Eraserhead t-shirt once again. What a smooth operation 
Rush have. Everything is timed to a tee. C loser was really hot 



in Worcester! When the time came for IIconcert hali ll to ring 
out we both looked back at the crowd. Everyone was 
standing with hands up high . Adrenalin surge! 

My face hurt from smiles by the time the show ended. My 
voice was gone and I had felt just as IIhigh on Rush ll as I d id 
the first night. The Rush experience never ends, it ju st keeps 
rolling along the two lane highway of life. The fans were so 
nice in Worcester. Thanks Steve Savo for the ride, doughnuts 
and Middletown Dreams. Thanks Gary for the AWESOME 
seats!! 

Thursday Morning, December J 2, J 99 J 
Up to Albany, NY early. It was a nice drive up alone. It's 

always fun to hear Bob and Doug from The G reat White 
North on the radio (and RUSH!!). I parked, and started to 
scope the town out. The Albany Times Union ed ition of 
PREVIEW printed a great interview with Neil. Here it is in it's 
entirety: 

Tbinking Nan 's; Rock 
Still pushing, hard-rocking Rush admits to ambition,not pretention 
Ifrom The Times Union, Albony, New York, Dec. 12, 1991) By Greg Hoymes 

liThe thinking man's hard rock band. 1I 

That tag seems to have followed Rush around almost since 
the Canadian power trio released its first album 17 years 
ago. 

Confronted with the description during a phone interview 
earlier this week, Rush drummer-lyricist Neil Peart emitted a 
weary groan. 

IIWell, it's not exactly inaccurate. II he admitted during a 
stop in Providence, R.I. on the band's current tour, which 
brings them to the Knickerbocker Arena tonight, IIbut I think 
it perhaps sends the wrong message to the non-cognosceti. 
To people who don't know very much about our music. It 
suggests a certain kind of pretentiousness, which is just not 
part of the equation for us at all. 

IIWe have certainly over-shot ourselves sometimes, but, to 
me, being over-ambitious is quite the opposite from being 
pretentious. We're not pretending to some ambition. Rather, 
we're occasionally too ambitious for our own good, II he said 
frankly with a self-knowing chuckle. 

IIWe'li be the first to admit that our work has been uneven, 
and that some of our experiments haven't worked out. But 
that's the price of admission for us. 

IIWe keep pushing ourselves and our music, and whenever 
you take chances, you run the risk of goi ng wrong sometimes. II 

There's no denying that the Toronto-based trio - which also 
features vocalist-bassist Geddy Lee and guitarist Alex lifeson 
- is indeed a smart band of rockers, but Peartdoesn'tthink that 
Rush is too cerebral for its own good. 

IISome people, jim sure, think that we take ourselves too 
seriously, but again, I think the exact opposite is true, II Peart 
says. II We don 'ttake ourselves seriously atall, butwe take our 
work very seriously, and we think it' s incumbent on us to do 
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-the best job we possible can. 
IIWhen we walk onstage, were profeSSiona l, but offstage, 

we're just as goofy as any other bunch of guys in a band. 1I 

The three band members have made a conscious effort to 
avoid artistic stagnation and loosen up their musical ap
proach with IIRoll the Bones, II their latest album. 

II For such a long time, it was our goal in live performances 
justto try to playas well as we sound on the records. Thatwas 
the highest cha llenge for US,II says Peart. 

III th ink thatwe pretty much atta ined that, so then we stepped 
back and asked ourselves, IIWell, what's wrong with that? 

We decided that we wanted to add some more spontaneity 
to our music. So right from the start of th is tour, we started 
changing the arrangements and various instrumental bits, 
even on the brand new songs. [Like Bravado with the killer 
improv ending ... Wow - Steve S.] 

IIWith myown drumming, too, I knowthatl have a tendency 
to be too organized, too architectural about my parts. So for 
IIRoll the Bones, II I tricked myself. In spite of all the rehearsal 
I did before we recorded, I left areas that I refused to work out. 
Right down to the day I recorded them, I didn 't know that 
particular day what I was going to play in that particular part 
of the song, so that something specia l might happen. 

III think that there's an intangible sense of being on the edge 
and not playing it safe that is communicated to the listener. II 

Peart concedes that thematically Rush's songs often deal 
with big issues, which sets them apart somewhat from so 
many hard rock bands, whose subject matter is usually limited 
to just three topics - girls, g irls and more girls. 

IIRoll the Bones,lI is no exception to Rush's ongoing explo
ration into the meaning of life. IIWe're trying to reconcile a 
random universe without being futile about it,ll explains Peart, 
who wrote all the lyrics. 

IIPve dealt with a lot of free will in the past, and that's 
someth ing I continue to champion. But there is so much 
randomness, and as I was trying to deal with the idea of a 
random universe, that I was driven to the elemental question 
of 'Why are we here?' 

III finally decided that it was the wrong question, II he says. 
liThe reasonwhywe're here is becausewe'rehere. Therewas 
a big bang and then a universe. Then a fish crawled out of 
the sea and walked on land. Then my mother and father got 
together, and I was born. It seemed self-evident to me. 

liThe real question ought to be 'What can we do about it?' 
There is so much tragedy in life that is just chance occurrence. 
That's why I included the lines, 'Why are little ones born only 
to suffer/For the want of immunity/Or a bowl of rice?' in the 
albums title song. 

liThe question is not 'Why am I here?' but 'How can I 
maximize my life?' It's not 'Why does this tragedy happen?' 
but rather 'How can I help?' 

IIThose are difficult questions to deal with because for a lot 
of people the concept of a random universe is terrifying . 
Obviously, the purpose of religion and a lot of political 
societies is to try to distance ourselves with that ultimate goal. 

IIYes, we can change things if we motivate ourselves along 



a certain path, II he concludes, IIbut there are so many things 
that can go wrong along the way. There1s an awful big 
element of chance in the world. II 

Showtime in Albany. We had witnessed most of the sound 
check through an open door at the front of the venue. Many 
more fans to meet. Some familiar, some new. Again, everyone 
is very receptive to ASOF (now ifonly I can getin some money 
to offset my massive debts !) . I sold my extra ticket to yet 
another deservi ng ha rd core fa nand we headed for that trusty 
4th row floor position again. Neil had his bass cover all fixed 
up. They must have flown in a new one. Albany was a hot 
show. I didn1t notice any lack of energy from Rush. In fact, 
there might have been a little more energy as compared to the 
last two shows! 

During Closer to the Heart Lerxst was given the opportunity 
to li do a sportll on stage. (I caught two live) At Knickerbocker 
Arena one of the roadies (I presume) held up a sign that read 
IIBOWLING 50 cents ll . When Lerxst saw this he headed 
directlyovertoGedls side, grabbed a small bowling ball and 
rolled in toward the back of stage. STRIKE! I didn1tcatch these 
kind of antics at the first four shows, although my eyes may 
have been glued to Neil. Did anyone notice any other 
II sportsll Lerxst did during Closer? 

I was glad to see my friend Ed clicking away some photos 
in the pit area, just in case I had a heart attack when I would 
get my photo pass in Hartford the next night. Needless to say, 
Ed came away with some fabu lous shots that wi ll be featured 
in ASOF. G lad you finally got your tickets too Ed!! 

I just love the way Geddy screams outtothe audience during 
2112 Overture saying, IIwhat?1I Each night, we knew when 
to say IIhel (or RUSH -obviously) But itwas a gas watching 
Ged ask the II big question II while Lerxst danced around arm 
motioning during each II hey! II It was a FAST version of2112, 
slightly different than previous tours . 

Each night during Finding My Way, Neil would stand up 
and do full arm windmills. He was laughing hysterically and 
the crowd rea lly got off on this each night. Ged and Lerxst 
constantly babbled to each other, knocking their heads, air
drumming to the crowd and just plain goofing off. It was 
another show for the books - perfect in execution; another 
night of laryngitis! (I just can1t stop singing!) 

Another show - over way too fast! Whew. I walked out in 
a daze and drove home all smiles. My mind was fed some 
mighty strong natural drug. 

Friday morning, December J 3, J 99 J 
I knew Hartford would be easy. Packed up my bag and went 

down real early. Met up with Steve Savo (This would be 
Steve1s 50th Rush show by the way.) again and found out I 
just missed Neil roller-blading within the Civic Center Mall! It 
was pretty rainy, so I guess this had to substitute for that 
habitual bike ride, eh? After a light lunch and a brew we 
decided to head over to the hotel to check out the scene. The 
bus was there, and it seemed to be cool. Just a sma ll handful 
of fans waiting politely. We did not want to bother Rush! 
Anyway, Ged & Alex walked out and got on the bus. I spoke 
with Andrew MacNaughton and introduced myself, handed 
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him the new ASOF, a present for each of the guys and 
complemented him on his fine photography over the last two 
albums. The tour program is stunning! Our chat was friendly. 
I said IIhili from all at Spirit of Rush and bid farewell for 
now ... see you soon ! 

Into the Civic Center. Met up with a real nice local Rush fan 
who actually spotted me in the audience lasttourand now had 
the chance to see the bestup close in the 4th row floor position. 
A photo pass was issued to ASOF and boy was I hopping! 
Iwas very happy indeed. Inside I meta lot more fans, and went 
down during Moore1s last song to get my cameras in gear. 
Yes, I was nervous! Right before Rush came on I went to the 
stage and Andrew came up to me and offered a few pointers 
and a handshake of IIgood luck. II That was a nice thing, 
Andrew told me that IIthey got your giftsll and to my absolute 
surprise were IIwearing them on stage! II Wow! I got them 
three rather unique buttons. Lerxst was wearing the mighty 
Gort from the classic sci-fi movie, "The Day The Earth 
Stood Still." To me his solos have the power of Gort1s laser 
blast! Geddywas notwearing his as his patterned shirtwould 
have clashed with the Bones version of "Love Me To Death" 
(see old Grace pictures for Geddy wearing a simi lar button). 
And Neil had his original Dewy campaign button on. I about 
lost my jaw. I was incredibly nervous ... shaking all over! Rush 
came on and the first four songs blew by like fire as I snapped 
away as many frames as I could . (normally, you only get the 
first 3-4 songs to shoot) Unfortunately, the lights remained 
pretty dark, but I did manage to chalk up a handful of nice 
shots destined to make the pages of ASOF & SOR for ALL of 
you to see! After all, I was first and foremost doing this for the 
fanzine. I went back to my seat, took a few more shots, put my 
camera away and spoke with Andrew one more time and 
once again bid a hearty IIfareweil till next time. 1I Thanks 
Andrew for all your help. 

This show was perfect. There was nothing they cou ld do 
wrong. SteveSavo justa row in frontofmewould occasionally 
look back as we would cue up for the lighter flames for Closer 
and other Chain Lightning communications. Never a dull 
moment. During Closer, Lerxst once again took on IIsportll 
duties and kicked a field goal off to the side of the stage. (Note: 
the next show in Buffalo he played golf!!!) 

The show ended in a roar of approval and bang, itwas over. 
It was a whirlwind six shows and it was time to bid farewells 
to many new found friends. We would see each other again 
in March before they headed for Europe. And who knows 
what the summer might hold! A fine tour it has been. Quite 
possibly the best tour they have ever done. A million thanks 
to all who helped spread the word on ASOF. Everyone was 
very nice, including security guards, who always let me pass 
out flyers. Of course I tried to calm all whoarewaiting forSOR 
issues with the good news that I would be shipping them out 
for North America. This was lIa godsend II some said (sheesh, 
maybe a Rushsend!). 

Time to "GET BUSY!" 
Be Seeing You! Steve. 



()kay, hands up all of you that were a little disappointed when you 
first saw the set list for the 'Bones' tour that was printed in 
the last issue? Yeah, quite a few of you I would think; but for 
probably a lot of different reasons . 

Personally I was initially dis
appointed because again, of the 
lack of numbers from the current 
album. On the Presto tour for 
instance, five new songs featured 
in the live set, of which Scars 
and War Paint could have been 
omitted and replaced by two of 
the better songs instead! Maybe 
Available Light and Red Tide for 
instance. Only four songs from 
Bones, which from all quarters, 
is proving to be one of the 
band's strongest releases in 
years, were premiered in the live 
set initially. 

The four choices are probably 
quite fair, but so were some of 
the other songs. I'm sure every 
track on there is someone's own 
personal favourite and can see a 
perfectly good reason for it to 
be played live. But surely ano
ther couple of songs would not 
have been too much to ask for 
would it? Okay, Ghost Of A Chance 
which was rehearsed prior to the 
tour has since been added to the 
set,to everyone's relief. And as 
it is likely to be released as a 
single, just had to be in there. 

So there ' s a fifth. I thought 
The Big Wheel would have been 
included, simply because, to me, 
it just seems to be the sort of 
song the band would play live. 
Not that it would have been my 
obvious choice! 

1\lso the grouping of three Bones 
songs together. Why? It would 
have been a lot better and more 
sensible to have them spaced out 
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throughout the set. Give them a 
bit of breathing space and a 
chance for the fans to digest 
them better. Two together yes, 
but not three! 

1\dditionally, I was hoping to 
to hear some songs not aired 
live before from say Presto and 
Hold Your Fire for starters.But 
no. The opening salvo could have 
been slightly more varied. It's 
virtually the same opening from 
the last tour with the reintro
duction of Limelight to the 
proceedings. 

But why oh why is Subdivisions 
still in there? Surely time to 
pack it off to the suburbs? The 
same can be said of Closer To 
Heart, which is another, 'Oh 
what a surprise they're playing 
that again' song. (I await the 
flak for that comment!) As for 
Xanadu, it was nice to hear it 
again on the Presto tour after 
so long away but,it just didn't 
sound or look right without the 
double-necks. For those of you 
missed the Presto tour, I hope 
you enjoy it, as I think it may 
well be dropped next time. 

lro the encore, or should I say 
' The greatest hits package ' 
should work well, and this is 
where the three aforementioned 
songs could/ should have been 
put before being put out to 
pasture. 

][was also surprised that Sup
-erconductor was retained this 
time, and pleased that YYZ had 



finally found a suitable replac
ment in Where's My Thing? Though 
having heard a couple of tapes 
of the tour, I don't think it 
really comes off. 

So, on the initial viewing it 
appeared a bit disappointing, but 
once you've heard a tape of one 
of the 'shows, or you've seen the 
songs being pounded out in the 
flesh, all will seem fine once 
again. If you missed the Presto 

tour a lot of the set will be 
different and fresh from the 
last time you saw the boys. But 
for those of us who were lucky 
enough to catch it, a bit more 
variety would not have gone 
amiss. 

PersOnally,I would like to have 
seen Red Tide, Available Light, 
Afterimage, Open Secrets, Entre 
Nous etc. Still you can't have 
everything ... 

Have you any comments of your own? Or on anything that I have said? 
Well, let us here them, along with suggestions you have for topics 
of discussion. Send to THE GANGSTER c/o the editorial address. 

Photo By Steve Streeter, Madison Square Garden - 12/07/91 
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PART TWO OF STEVE ADAM'S EXCLU SIVE INTERVIEW WITH GEDDY LEE. 

Please bear with me for this second part of the Geddy Lee interview. Having 
covered most of the predictable 'new album' topics last time (as interesting as 
they were), the selection of questions below are largely unrelated and span 
various dimensions and times in the band's career. The reasoning behind such a 
wide (some might call it disjointed and they would be in no small way correct) 
will become apparent if you stumble across any of my other articles on Rush 
which no doubt Mick will draw your attention to (if and) when they see some 
form of print. 

For starters I wondered whether we'd have had any Rush at all after they went 
'down the: tubes' in 1975 •• • 

SA: How close to splitting up were you during the 'Caress Of Steel' tour after 
the album had been received so badly? 

GL: How close? We were pretty darn close to splitting up! I remember 
being in a van on the way to (I think) Atlanta, Georgia, and we were really 
disheartened. Nobody was having much luck on that tour; primarily a support 
tour . The gigs weren't going well and there was a real lack of heart running 
around. I remember we were going to have some meetings with managers and 
things , and started talking about it, and rather than get down, we decided to get 
pissed off ! 

Rightly or wrongly it fired us up and we went out with a "fuck you" kind 
of attitude -- we're gonna do what we want to -- because we were feeling all 
kinds of pressure to change into some other kind of band, be a little more 
accessible and commercial and try and make sense of our music . We decided 
screw it, we'll go down trying to do what we want to do. Ironically the album 
(2112) that we came out with - - even though it was not conventional in any 
sense, but to us it seemed very accessible -- turned out to be far more 
successful. After that point everybody left us alone! It was a great rebound. 

SA: 'Moving Pictures' was hugely successful in 1981, and is still your best 
selling LP by a LONG way. Why? 

GL: I haven't got a clue! When we finished making it I thought oh well, I 
wonder if anyone is going to like this record. I remember being a little down 
on it; it was that whole post- production blues thing that we go through after 
every record. You're so exhausted and drained from making all those decisions 
you just don't know if you've got anything that's any darned good at all -- you 
can't see for looking. 

Then the album came out and just kind of exploded! You could've fooled 
us! I'm kinda glad that we didn't expect it because it turned out to be a 
great difference. 
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SA: It's become something of a yardstick by which you're measured by fans 
and record companies alike ••• 

GL: Yeah, it certainly has. Whether that's a positive thing or not I'm not 
sure. Y'know when we started out all those years ago all we hoped for was for 
a long career, and we knew there'd be records that were more successful than 
others, and we hoped if we could continue to experiment and have an enjoyable 
career and be around for that many records then we'd done it right, 'cos we 
were concerned not with making a couple of records but with having a career. 
To look back at this point and see that we have been able to do that is very 
gratifying. 

SA: And hopefully you'll carryon selling enough records to provide decent 
enough contracts to continue ••• 

GL: I hope so. So far, touch wood, everything's been OK. We've got enough 
fans out there that keep our records hopping and the tours always do fairly well. 
We've got a lot to be thankful for and I hope we can continue ••• 

SA: I think there's little doubt about that. I think Rush fans -- myself 
included ~,- are very optimistic for the future, especially after what we've said 
about the' sense of rebirth in the band and suggesting you still have along career 
together. I know a number of people had been suggesting that once the three 
LP deal with Atlantic was over you might end up calling it a day. But people 
external to Rush can now see the likelihood of many more albums, and though 
you might not like to admit it, I think it's easy to see you guys working 
together in five years' time or whatever. 

GL: Yeah, I'd say the chances are far better today than they were a couple of 
years ago, that's for sure. 

SA: RTB features another outstanding cover by Hugh Syme, who has done all 
your sleeves since 1975 -- how did you first discover him ? 

GL: It's unbelievable really, Hugh and us . It's quite a story He was just 
recom mended to us at the time. He was a musician -- a keyboard player -- in 
a band with a Canadian (musical) artist called Ian Thomas. He'd done a drawing 
of Ian Thomas or an old man for one of Ian's covers, and we thought it was 
great. We found out who did it, and our manager, who used to manage Ian 
Thomas as well, said it was this keyboard player. So we brought him in to do 
'Caress Of Steel' (CTB) and he turned out to be a remarkably creative guy with 
lots of ideas and he came up with this design which was so much better than 
anything we'd had on our previous two covers. 

Even though in the end it never got printed in the proper colour -- if you 
look at the old albums it should really be Caress Of Brass! It was a real fight 
at the time for the record company, but I think it required one more colour 
separation and they wouldn't spend the bucks. So in the end it was a 
compromised cover ironically, but we felt very strongly about his (Syme's) 
ability and kept going back to him year after year. Every time we think maybe 
we should try somebody else, he comes up with a great idea. We're very 
fortunate to be able to work with him all these years. 
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SA : He's not predictable at all -- all of Rush' s slee ve s are ve ry diff e rent in 
eve ry r esp e ct . 

GL: Even the logos nev e r r e main the s ame, whic h was a lso a con cept of h is . 
He didn't fee l th a t we should h ave th e same logo year in year out. I t hink it's 
bee n very repre se nta t ive of t he styl e of t he band and t he m usic - - a kind of 
mol te n liq uid t hing. 

SA: He's gone on to do work for othe r bands , which I'm su re is as a result of 
being discovered by Rush . 

GL: He does q uite a lot of cover work - - he liv es in Los Angeles now and 
also does work for commercia ls and things like that a very talented guy. 

SA: During t he last few years Alex has turne d up on a number of other 
a rtist's albums, and yourself too is- there anyt hin g e xtra - curricula r you've 
done recently or are planning to do ? 

GL: I haven't really done that much ou t side of th e band - - I've he lp e d a few 
friends out on sessions here and t here, but it's alwa ys a very low key thing. 
There are ,ot her frie nds that I try t o he lp when I c a n, a nd I've had a few 
oppo r tuniti'es to wo r k in a production way wit h a fe w a rtists that I reg re t no t 
havin g the time to do . I keep thinking th a t I'll save th a t for a tim e when Rush 
is less active but it never seems to get any less active! It seems in order for 
me to do those things then I have t o take time a wa y from either Rush or my 
family, and it's been very hard to do either of those thin gs. Hopefully I'll have 
a long life and get to do some of these other thin gs. 

SA: A few years ago you hinted at doin g a solo LP , but little has been said 
since. Do you have thou ghts on such a project no w, or do time pressures 
prevent it ? 

GL: don't have so much interest in doing my own record now . I feel that 
whatever I really want 0 do the guys will allow me to do within the context of 
this band; I think the same is true for them . I don't have any burning need to 
make the real Geddy Lee album but there are a lot of friends that I have in the 
business and a lot of great musicians who would be fun to work with. There are 
also some great young bands out there who would be fun to produce. Those are 
things that sooner or later I'm going to have to force myself to make the time 
to do. 

SA: The reason I ask is that many fans will bu y an album by another artist 
just because Alex plays a guitar solo on it (eg. Gowan , Greenway), and I wanted 
to be a ware of your external activities ••• 

GL: I don't think there's anything major happening lately. Alex has done a 
few classical things with a local classical guitarist named Leona Boyd -- I'm not 
sure what that is so I can't be specific . I've helped out a few people over the 
years, just playing on a track or two of ve ry kinda ba ckground bass -- local folk 
artists and things -- nothing really dramatic. I played on a couple of tracks on 
an alb um by a guy named Mendelssohn Joe -- he's an artist/ painter here in 
town, and again "it's folk music and quite a different context; nothing 
mainstream rock or big projects. 
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SA: And is Neil going to publish any of his travel writing ? 

GL: Well Neil takes a trip every year and writes a book about it every year. 
Fortunately he prints up enough of them so that all his friends can enjoy them, 
and at some point I think he'll take the big plunge and have one published. 
hope he does, because he's getting better - - but he doesn't feel there's any 
hurry. Doing them for himself and his friends allows him to hone his craft and 
get better before he gets out there and actually puts one out in public . He's 
done four or five of them now on his various trips to China, Africa, the 
Canadian Rockies, the Alps and most recently -- the one he's working on now 
was a trip that he did through Yugoslavia and Greece. He's always got 
something interesting on the go and always got something to work on. He's not 
the type of guy to hang around, he likes to be busy. 

SA: I remember a few years ago when you were all having French lessons 
while on tour, Neil was the only one who stuck with it . . . 

GL: That's right -- he's a remarkable guy. He also has more to say, even 
though he's the quietest person I know . That's why he writes • 

••• And that was more or less the end of the 'official' interview material. 
went on to shoot the shit fo r a while with Geddy, and knowing your undying 
curiosity (would that my words were that absorbing I) , he re's the way we wound 
up our conversation. Non - baseball aficionados should be advised to simply turn 
the page at this point ••• 

SA: So what else have you got planned for today (it was 11.20am Toronto 
time) ? 

GL : A couple more interviews, then hopefully I'll get to spend some time with 
my son and go play some tennis ••• 

SA: Well I'll wish you luck on the court, but as a Red Sox fan I won't be 
wishing you a happy end to the baseball season ••• 

GL : Don ' t say anything! Hopefully the Red Sox will lose today . With a bit 
of luck I'll weasel some time to go down to the ball game tonight to see them 
(the Toronto Blue Jays) pla y the Brewers. No matter how badly the Brewers are 
doin g they always seem to find a way to beat my guys -- it could be another 
sad ni ght at the ballpark ! 

SA: As bad as the Red Sox can play or are playing they always ••• 

GL: ••• They always kick the Blue Jays' ass! Tne four game series in Toronto 
last week was a nightmare -- suddenly the Jays forgot how to play baseball -
and they ' d been pla ying so well. Suddenly they fell apart. 

SA: And the surprising thing is that they've been playing so well against teams 
from the West -- traditionally the harder sides to beat ••• 
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GL: Yeah, they've done very well against the West lately ••• it's so unusual to 
talk to a Brit who knows what he's talking about about baseball. Do you get 
games over there on TV ? 

SA: Oh yeah, the cable channels show recorded baseball games, and we 
actually get the World Series live ••• 

GL: Really - - you get it live there now? I remember being over in '81 and 
going out of my mind because it was the sixth game of the World Series, the 
Dodgers and the Yankees. We were playing in Bingley (Stafford Bingley Hall -
I was there!) and in some hotel and I was desperately trying to find the 
Armed Forces Network on the radio to get the live broadcast of the game at 
about two in the morning. I remember sitting there for hours playing with the 
dial of the radio and finally I heard this crackle and the voice of Sparky 
Anderson coming live from Yankee Stadium and I almost went through the roof 
It felt like it was World War II or something and I was in the trenches, and 
finally this radio comes through bringing me the joy from home. It's great to 
hear that now you can actually see the games live. 

SA: So now you can tour over here (hint, hint) at any time of year and still 
be aware of what's happening on the diamonds back home ••• 

GL: · Great!! 

Baseball Post Script: as mentioned in part one of the interview, the Toronto 
Blue Jays did infact finish in pole position in the American League eastern 
division, ahead of the Boston Red Sox (who duly sacked their coach Joe Morgan). 
In the play- offs for World Series qualification, the Jays choked big time: losing 
the best of seven series 4- 1 to the Minnesota Twins. The Twins went on to win 
the World Series against the Atlanta Braves 4- 3, largely by virtue of being 
dra wn to play the first two games at home before three on the road and two 
more back in Minnesota -- they won all their home games (in the Metrodome) 
and lost all away. Finally an interesting fact - - the Twins and the Braves each 
finished bottom of their respective divisions (American and National League 
west) the previous season. 

Is any of this inspiring you to take an interest in the sport?? If so, the cable 
sports channels (and some local independent stations) show highlights during the 
season (April - October). The best way for U.K. residents to keep up with what's 
happening is through the fortnightly "Baseball Briefing", a fanzine -type 
publication which includes reports on every game. Compiled by Trevor Kendall, 
it is available for £1 per issue (including postage) from: 2 Drury Close, 
Waltham, Grimsby DN37 OXP. 
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BC: Tonight it's an evening with the drummer and lyricist for Rush, Mr. 
Neil Peart . Now, you know we've been blessed recently with a series of 
first time appearances on Rockline by some of the pre-eminent figures 
in rock In' roll; tonight that trend continues as we welcome the man 
who wields the pen and the sticks for Rush - Mr. Neil Peart. Neil, good 
evening and welcome, how are you tonight? 

NP: Thankyou very much, I'm glad to be here. 

BC: I'm glad to have you there Neil. Neil's in Philadelphia , I'm in the Holly
wood Rockline studio. Let me first of all congratulate you on 'Roll The 
Bones', your observations on life are beautifully stated throughout the 
CD and life is kind of a crap shoot isn't it? 

NP: It certainly can be, yes. It struck me more, the more I thought about 
it - how lucky or unlucky you can be every day. 

BC: Take a chance, roll the bones. Now, somebody told me for years you've 
been known in rock In' roll as Neil Pert, and I was told the pronuncia
tion is "Peeurt" is that correct? 

NP: That's it, that's correct. 

BC: So it is Neil Peart, here from you shall be known as that name. 

NP: Hopefully so, (neil laughs), although I can answer to anything. 

BC: Y'know, Rush to me is one of the only few band's who really do seem to 
grow between releases, and I'm kinda curious - after seventeen years, 
what is it that makes Rush still a viable band? is it something as simple 
as the chemistry between the three of you or something a little too comp
lex for you to explain? 

NP: A combination of the two probably, it's both simple and complex. First 
of all, fundamentally of course, we do still get along really well and 
that's fundamental. I think it has a lot to do with the equal amounts of 
input and satisfaction we get out of what we do; everyone gets to contri
bute, myself writing the lyrics, the other two guys writing the music; 
so there's an exactly equal ammount of collaboration, not like in many 
bands where one person writes the songs, so the other guys might feel a 
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little overlooked or frustrated. At the same time, the amount of satis
faction that comes back for the three of us is equal: when we hear a song 
finished or hear a finished record as a total thing that we all feel the 
same amount of satisfaction with. 

BC: I don't know if it's just my ears, but the record sonically sounds a 
little different to me, not quite as many keyboards; the bass from Geddy 
sounds a little bit different. Is that just me, or is that what ~appened 
with this CD. 

NP: Erm •.. yes, I would say it sounds different, but it's difficult sometimes 
to quantify the reasons why that should be so. I think the songs sometimes 
dictate the sounds that it should take and, for instance from a drumming 
point of view, I didn't specifically set f out not to use electronics this 
time but it just happened that the s ongs didn't necessarily require it. 
So I found I was nearly always using accoustic drums and that affects the 
so und , and the songs dictate how many keyboards they should have in them. 
At this point, really for us we're through the experimental stage, where 
for years we tried keyboards here just because we hadn't before. But at 
this point, having done those things, now we apply the different colours 
available to us according to what the song demands rather than what our 
sense of experimentation demands. 

BC: Well, it seems that every rock In' roll band has a sponser these days 
and I notice you guys too on this CD .•.. this CD is brought to you by 
the letter B ..• (both laugh) . I like that, I gotta tell ya , it's for 
someone who watches Sesame Street, not out of choice •.. 

NP: It started on 'Power Windows' about t hree of four of the songs on that 
album, the title started with M, so we no ticed that coincidence and that 
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record was brought to you by the letter M, and it's become a running 
joke for various reasons. 

BC: Oh, that's great. We're gonna start tonight with 'Dreamline', what brought 
up the now famous line "we're only immortal for a limited time". 

NP : I just started thinking about that quality of life that most people go 
through when they are young, and for some people it lasts even longer, but 
they are suspended in this invulnerability, y'know: nothing can hurt them 
something bad might happen to other people but never to them . other people 
might face tragedies but their lives are going to be singularly blessed 
no matter what they do or how much effort or how little effort they exert 
their lives are for them, but other people are doomed to disappointment 
on that belief . 

BC: Unfortunately that is the case sometimes. 'Dreamline' from 'Roll The Bones' 
on Rockline . 

PLAY DREAMLINE 

BC: We have Tony on line one in Guelph, Ontario, a listener of Q107 in Toronto 
Tony you're on with Neil. 

TONY Thanks a lot man! 

NP : Hello Tony . 

TONY Thanks Neil, I can't believe this man. 

NP: Hello Tony in Guelph, come in please! 

TONY First of all I wanna thank Rockline for making this broadcast possible . 
I've never been on the show before but I .... 

NP : (over Tony) You ask me a question Bob . 

TONY •.. 1 figure if I'm gonna be on I may as well be on with the best . 

BC: Tony, you comment on that and I have to tell you that I read a lot of 
mail that comes in and about one out of every five letters is a Rush 
letter. It's amazing. 

TONY Well my question is - I know you do a lot of travelling and I was just 
wondering if there is any particular place in the world that has had a 
really lasting effect on you as a writer, or if you've met anyone who 
has done the same? 

NP: Good question, but a difficult one. I kind of think the travelling has 
more to do with me as a person but then of course that rebounds into a 
tremendous effect on me as a writer . So it's difficult to trace that, 
and in a direct sense I very seldom write about specific travel or a 
specific event, other than in the case of for instance 'Tai Shan', which 
was about a visit to China and I used climbing the mountain of Tai Shan 
as a symbol for what I felt about the Chinese people. But I think, even 

more powerful have been travels I have had around Africa , which I haven't 
really written about directly in songs, but at the same time an experien
ce that big with so many people living under such different circumstances 
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and in such a completely different culture from ours has affected my 
understanding and tollerance a great deal for people who are different 
than I am and who have different values than I have; and suddenly I'm 
a lot less judgemental I think, because I have seen the value of other 
ways of living, and seen that you don't have to be as goal - orientated 
as I am for instance to be happy. So I can say, this is my choice, that's 
their choice and they both equally address the pursuit of happiness, 
which to me is the ultimate good. Second question •••• 

Be: I'm glad to hear you say that. Once you leave North America you find out 
there's another way to live and a different way to do it. What else, 
Tony? 

TONY I was just wondering why you don't get ' credit for writing any of the 
music - I mean, surely you contribute to creating the rythm of the song 
and all the drum tills and rolls are your creations are they not? 

NP : Yeah, but traditionally the composing of music is considered to be a 
melodic undertaking and that's what Geddy and Alex are doing in their 
room while I'm in my room working on the lyrics. And they both , too, have 
a great influence on the lyrics, of criticizing what might be improved 
on and it helps me a lot when I come in and present them with an idea and 
they say - well this part isn't clear enough, I like what you're after 
but I think you could nail it down a little better . And that tends to be 
a positive response that sends me back happier, so it would be like saying 
that they should get that amount of credit for the lyrics when I still in 
fact have to go back and do all the work, and the same as if I contribute 
a drum part and it adds to the arangement of the song or influences the 
dynamics, it's still the melodic structure of the song that is composed 
by Alex and Geddy. It's not a thing I have conflict with because as I 
stated at the onset I'm very happy with the amount of input I put in 
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creatively and I'm very satisfied by my reward for that, so there's no 
need to quibble. -

BC: Tony, thanks, good start. We're gonna move on to New York and speak to 
Holly - Holly your on with Neil. 

NP: Hi Holly, Happy Christmas! couldn't resist it ... 

HOLLY I actually have two questions here, first one - you stayed with the 
same producer for a long time, how do you know when to move on? 

NP : I guess it's a question of growth . When you're beginning you have so 
much to learn and Terry Brown at the time had a lot more experience than 
we did, and he knew a lot and he was our teacher and mentor and in many 
ways another member of the band for all those years. But, I guess we'd 
squezzed him dry in the nicest sense and we felt there was more to learn 
from different styles and different people in music, which in subsequent 
choices that we made production wise were based on that - somebody who 
still was interested in the song first because certainly, by those days 
even we'd learned the technical side of recording well enough that we 
knew how to create a record that would sound good, but we wanted the song 
input and the musical input and somebody else's angle on it. So that's 
what I think has contributed to the change which I think we'll continue 
to go through too - when we need some body else's input ... we'll always 
want somebody there. I think the change can always contibute more to us 
when it comes from a fresh ear and a fresh set of ideas. 

BC: Anything else tonight Holly? 
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HOLLY More on a personal note, the song 'Ghost Of A Chance', I was just wonder 
ing when you wrote it, were you involved with anyone? 

NP: (laughs) Yeah, myself! No, I was just thinking about it as the overall 
theme being 'chance' - the chance in relationships, how rare it is to 
find someone with the chemistry to begin with, but also I chose the words 
carefully, saying - find someone to love and make it last; because I 
think really making it last is an act of will and an act of discipline 
and takes more than the first hormonal charge of lightning to make it 
endure . So the answer to the question is yes, but the thinking of it went 
far more universal than just thinking about myself, because as a master 
of principle I don't really like songs about self revelation or people 
who write whole albums about their divorces and stuff like that . So my 
ideal is always to find a point of personal feeling and try and make it 
universal whether it be anger or love or happiness or inspiration - I 
want to take those things myself and try and find a metaphor or a set of 
images that will allow other people to share them in their own experiences 
so, yes and yes! 

PLAY ROLL THE BONES 

BC: Mike's on the line in Chcargo - your on the Rockline Mike. 

MIKE Hello Neil! 

NP: Hi Mike, how are you? 

MIKE Just perfect, say I was wondering - last time Geddy was on somebody asked 
him if Rush would consider doing a soundtrack for a movie and Geddy eluded 
to the fact that if the right screen play were available then you would. 
My question to you is; what kind of screenplay would that be and if not, 
would you consider writing "your own screenplay. 

NP: If only I knew how. It's very much a seperate discipline I think that I 
would be very reluctant to get into without learning a whole lot about 
it. I thinK Geddy's answer still stands - that we would be interested in 
it, but it would mean a sacrifice that would be hard because the focus of 
this band has been so linear from record to record and from tour to tour, 
that we have remained pretty much loyal to the creative growth of Rush; 
and if we were to make a soundtrack album we wouldn't consider it a Rush 
album because we would want to be free to go off into atmospheric ideas 
or things that a good soundtrack musician creates to supplement the action 
on scfee~. So it would make it necessary for us to do a little sidestep 
I think from the main thrust of what we do. So, that's the reason why we 
would be a "little bit resistant unless we were convinced I guess that the 
project was worth making that sacrifice for, because I think we would see 
it as a sacrifice of devoting our time to a Rush album as opposed to a 
seperate ambition. 

BC: We have Mike on the line from Cheshire, Coneticut, your on with Neil. 

MIKE Hello Neil. 

NP: Hi Mike, how are you? 

MIKE Good. Let me just tell you I think your're the best drummer and lyricist 
ever! 

~ 

NP: Well, maybe the best in this room. 

MIKE Well, I have a couple of questions for you tonight, the first one is how 
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did you become involved with Rush after John Rutsey left, did you know 
Geddy and Alex beforehand? 

NP: I didn't actually know them personally, but we had a mutual friend who 
recommended me as someone who might be suitable to the band and the music 
from then it was the usual audition thing, and we got along well so we 
got together and here we are now. 

MIKE Okay, I know you guys have a strong international following across the 
whole world, I was wondering how you plan your tours, like how much of 
the world you're gonna cover. 

NP: That's a difficult thing to do. We layout the parameters of how long 
the tour should last and in what incraments we want to work , and in terms 
of how many shows we want to do a week and how many weeks we want on the 
road without getting home and that sort of thing. From then on it really 
becomes our managers job to sort it out and fill in the dots as it were ; 
and it is hard to fulfill all the commitments - I've often said that we 
could just basically tour the U. S. every time and it wouldn't be any 
trouble to fill in the blanks, but we try to do Europe every second tour, 
and once for our own indulgence really we played Japan . To go further 
afield than that would really be indulgence, and every time it's at the 
expense of a part of N. America basically - the time we went to Japan 
for instance we missed a whole chunk of the Pacific North Western United 
States, and if we'd been to Europe on previous tours we've had to leave 
out parts of Canada or the U.S. So, if we go somewhere else to make 
those people happy, inevitably someone back here is left out, so it's a 
difficult thing to do, but essentially we just try to be as fair about 
it as we can. 

PLAY SPIRIT OF RADIO 
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BC: Lisa's on the line, patiently waiting to speak with Neil, she's in San 
Diego listening to Rock 102.1, Hi there! 

LISA Hi, how is it going? 

NP : Hi Lisa, it's N~il here . 

LISA My question is - what was the inspiration behind '2112' , and if you are 
s urprised at how popular the album is today? 

NP: Inspiration behind it •.. er .• it's difficult to trace those lines because 
so many things tend to coal less and in fact it ended up simular to a 
book cal led 'Anthem' by the writer Ayn Rand, but I didn't realise it whil e 
I was working on it , and t hen eventually as the story came together the 
parallels became obvious to me and I thought Oh gee I don't want to be 
a plagiarist here so I did give credit to her writings in the liner notes 
it is explainable in a sense because that album came out of a time of 
turmoil for us, where a lot of people were trying to tell us what to do 
and how to commercialise our music , and how we ought to be doing this and 
doing that . Basically for us '2112' was a statement of rebellion, we're 
going to do it our way; and as soon as we announced we were going to do 
a side- long piece (we got) well the record company doesn't want that, and 
our response was we're not making it for the record companies, we're 
thinking and making it for ourselves. So I think that sense of rebellion 
and the sense of repression that we felt from those around us came through 
the music; and it has such a strong sincerity about it because we really 
did feel that way at the time - that it was us against the world. So per 
haps that inherant emotion still communicates itself. 

BC: It remains very popular, Lisa thanks for the call. We're going to speak 
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with Dan in Thunder Bay Ontario, Dan your on with Neil Peart. 

DAN Congratulations on the new album Neil, good evening! 

NP: Oh, thanks Dan all the way from Thunder Bay. 

DAN The show was once again a blast. 

NP : Thanks. 

DAN A couple of quick questions here. The new album is about life and death 
and the chance we have to take in between, it seems you've been dealing 
with death in some form or another since 1984 and 'Grace Under Pressure' 
a very dark album - I'm wondering if maybe your music is a release, how 
you deal with mortality or maybe some comment on that. Also the deaths in 
'Afterimage' and 'The Pass' , are they related? 

NP : What a plesant subject on this rainy night in Philadelphia too! - I guess 
each of us deals with mortali ty in one sense or another, whether it's 
direct or not, and .... just working back on the questions; no, 'Afterimage' 
is a specific tribute and an ellegy to a personnal friend of ours, where 
as 'The Pass' is a more general statement that giving up is not noble 
essentially; I didn't want to address the specific idea of anyone suicide 
or anything like that, it was just about how to accept failure. In fact 
it's a common topic for me, 'Bravado' is about the same thing really: how 
you deal with failure is get up and try again rather than saying Oh, I 
failed so I gave up! that was the essence of it there . I think for me the 
subject tends to be life and how to deal with it rather than death, and 
mortality is something I'm curious about in songs like 'Losing It' or as 
you mentioned on 'Grace Under Pressure', but that was a response to other 
people much more than anything in myself. That was in the early 80's when 
economic times were not unlike they are today, and I was seeing my friends 
having a lot of difficulties with t heir relatiollships and I couldn't help 
but respond to that, I couldn't just say well my life's okay I'm happy I 
had to care about the people who were around me - both the ones I knew and 
the rest of them in the world I didn't know. So in some ways that record 
was very much a response to the times as I felt them at that time. So I 
don't really have a preoccupation with death, in far.t this album is the 
perfect example of that - immortality that I address is something that 
I still feel, I feel I'm on the upward curve and 11m still improving and 
nothing has happened fortunately to me yet to convince me that I've hit 
the hill yet, yet alone crossed it. I think that's much more than hopeful 
optimism and , one of my mottos lately has been you hope for the best but 
plan for the worst . I guess I try to balance idealism with realism in both 
of those senses, so my idealism is apparent, but sometimes I do look at 
realism and see what I can learn from it. 

BC: We go from Thunder Bay to Tokyo Bay, we have Colin on the line, Colin 
here's Neil for you. 

COLIN Hey Neil, haws it Going? 

NP: Colin ••• from Thunder Bay to Tokyo Bay, what a leap Hi! 

COLIN Yeah big change. I goota question going back to the topic of '2112', I 
was wondering if you had any plans to do another concept album? 

NP: I don't have any plans to, but I don't have any plans not to either, it's 
something that would depend upon the idea and the necessary amount of 
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excitment about the idea really. When we go in to work on writing we 
don't establish perimeters and say right we're gonna write ten five min
ute songs, we just really start working and what emerges is in some ways 
spontaneous, controlled sponteniety I guess. We try to manage it along 
the way and organize carefully and all of that; but at the same time we 
don't start out with any limitations or any lack of limitations; really 
it's just what comes out. So I think if I came in with an idea strong 
enough lyrically to convince the other guys that it was worth ~major 
work like that then it could happen, but we don't feel it a limitation 
in five minute songs anymore, we think that's a comfortable length that 
lyrically I can say what I feel and musically we can say what we feel we 
need to, and as individual musicians we can satisfy ourselves instrument
ally. At the same time to answer your question it could happen but we 
don't know. 

BC: Well you certainly accomplish a lot in 5 minutes and 13 seconds of this 
ne xt song, this song is a tour de force for me, this is just an outstand
ing piece of work. This is called 'Ghost Of A Chance'. 

PLAY GHOST OF A CHANCE 

BC : Okay we have a call from Tom in Cincinnatti, he's a listener of WEBN, we 
welcome him to the programme, hello Tom. 

TOM Hi , how you doin' Neil? 

NP: Hi Tom, I'm doing just fine thank you. 

TOM I just want to say I recently saw your show in October in Cincinnatti 
and I thought it was great. 

NP: Good, yeah I enjoyed that one too I happen to remember. 
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TOM Yeah it was really good especially the mix of songs at the end. 

NP: Oh, the mother of all medleys! 

TOM It was a really nice s urprise to hear 'Xanadu' in concert. 

NP : Yeah , it' s fun to do also. 

TOM I wanted to ask, on 'Moving Pictures', after the song 'Red Barchetta' 
t here is a statement that says inspired by a nice morning drive by Richard 
5. Foster, and I've been looking for this book or poem since the a lbum 
came out and can't find it anywhere and I was wondering if you knew where 
I could find it or could get it through Rockline or something? 

NP : No, Irve had a lot of questions about that - in fact I get letters from 
librarians because people go to the public library and some try to track 
it down . In fact it comes from the magazine 'Road & Track', published 
around the mid 70's I think. I had to go to them to find out because I 
remembered the story but I couldn't remember when or where or who the 
writer had been. They infact sent me a photocopy of it because it just 
hung around in my memory. The same Roll The Bones is a perfect example of 
that - about 15 years ago I read a short story by a science fiction 
writer called Fritz Lieber and it was called 'Gunner roll the bones', and 
I loved the phrase and stuck it in my notebook and it sat there waiting 
for a home all these years and then finally when I was thinking about 
chance so much on this record, finally roll the bones came up and smacked 
me in the face and said "use me, use me" .. .. 

Be: I'm here, remember me ? 

NP: (laughing) I'm an old idea but I'm still good! 

Be: Tom thank you, let's move on to Plano Texas - we have Mike on the line. 

MIKE Hi, Neil. 

NP : Hi Mike how are you? 

MIKE My question is, I remember reading the book 'Visions' when you were 18 
you took a trip to England and toured with bands such as Thin Lizzy, how 
did that experience affect your outlook on the music industry? 

NP: (laugh ) Very darkly unfortunately! being at that age of course I was 
wildly naive and had great hopes of finding fame and fortune in London 
where the streets were paved with gold and where my favourite bands 
were from, but of course I went there armed with a list of booking agen
cies and started slogging through the rainy streets from of ice to of ice 
getting rejected until I finally had to get a real job because my money 
ran out. Basically I worked there on a semi-proffesional basis and so I 
learned a couple of things from that - first of all I could do other 
things to earn a living rather than play drums which was a good thing to 
learn and also that I prefered that - I'd rather play in a band part time 
that played the music I liked as opposed to playing drums for a living if 
I had to play polka's or something. So that was important, I was 18, it 
was the first time I'd lived away from home and suddenly I was far away 
and into the working world and paying rent and so forth, obviously to 
anyone that is a pretty ~ajor experience. 

Be: So what've you got against Polka's huh? 
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NP: (laughs) Nothing! they're great to dance to, but the drummer doesn't 
have much fun. 

Be: Mike, thanks for the call, we'll stay in Texas, head a little south to 
Austin. It's Amy, a listener of KLBJFM94, Amy your on. 

AMY Hi, Neil. 

NP: Hi Amy, welcome. 

AMY I was wondering, being an engineer, I have a technical question for you. 

NP: Oh dear! 

AMY On the last few tours I've noticed that you wear headphones sometimes 
and sometimes you do not, what are you listening to? 

NP: Okay, good question! This tour for example I wear the headphones in two 
songs 'Time Stand Still' and 'Roll The Bones', basically it's to keep in 
sync with the film track, because we have your namesake Aimee (Mann) do
ing background vocals in 'Time Stand Still' so we have her up on the 
screen and singing on the soundtrack; and then on 'Roll The Bones' of 
course we have Mohawk skeletons up on the screens - well basically I'm 
just playing to a sync track staying in time through those two songs. 

Be: That's just a click track you hear in your headphones to keep you in 
time? 

NP: Yeah, in meter just so that when those things appear they're in time with 
us . 

Be: Exactly. That often happens when you stage something like that, I know 
The Wall - when it was done in Berlin, the whole show was done with click 
tracks so they could stay in time with all the special effects. 

NP: I think that would be awfully difficult to be so tightly disciplined 
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through the whole show where you can slave to the tick as we call it. I 
don't mind it in short doses, for a necessary cause it's okay, but live 
it's sometimes nice to have your own responsability because the hardest 
thing for a drummer is to keep the tempo right, it's something I'm con
stantly re-examining from s how to show, and it affects so many other 
things, and lets face it , it's fundamental as a part of my job - to keep 
the time right. 

BC: Amy, thanks a lot, this is called 'Bravado'. 

PLAY BRAVADO 

BC: Eric's in Lake Elsenner, California, Eric your on Rockline. 

ERIC Neilster!!!! 

NP: How you doing? 

ERIC Oh , pretty good. I've got a couple of questions - first a really quick 
one. On 'Roll The Bones' you've got a guy who sounds like he' s almost 
rapping, it can't be Geddy because the voice is about 8 octaves too low, 
(everyone laughs) who is that? 

NP: It actually is Geddy, but we 0ent through an awful time trying to decide 
who was going to do it. From a lyricists point of view I really wanted to 
write something structured the way better rap music is with the word play 
and the internal rhymes and everything, so I brought the other guys round 
to it. We thought about different ways of approaching it, whether we 
should get a real authentic rapper, and while we were recording the vocals 
in England we even tried using a female voice to see what sort of effect 
that would have, and different treatments on Geddy's voice and so on. 
Eventually it became apparent that the most pleasant to listen to was this 
affected version of Geddy's voice that manages to lower his voice alter
ing the timing where in years previous a harmonizer would always slow 
down the voice so you get a kind of HAL in 2001 effect. But eventually we 
just decided that Geddy too, when he had that voice it affected his deiv
ery and it had the right kind of attitude, this really cool off hand 
delivery that we were looking for, and that eventually too became exempl
ified by the skeleton in the video and in the live show. So it was basic
ally a musical decision, when you put the headphones on and listen to the 
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song this was the sound that was the most enjoyable to listen to . 

BC : Bassis t , vocalist , keyboardist and now rapper; Mr . Geddy lee! (laughter ) . 

NP : MC • • • • 

BC: MC Geddy Lee! (laughs) , Eric what els e tonight? 

ERIC What was it like for you to come into a band that was already es tablished 
because they did a first a lbum without you, I mean you played the drums 
and began writing the lyrics almost as though you took over, not to sound 
negative but you had all this creatice control. What was that like, to 
come into an almost established band and re-establish it? 

NP: It wasn't as clear cut as that at the time. Obviously it was just a series 
of events of us getting to know eachother as musicians and what our 
strengths were individually and compositionally and so on, so, it was 
almost by default for instance that I started writing the lyrics because 
I hadn't been writing lyrics previous to that, but neither of the other 
guys were interested in doing it so I thought well okay I've always liked 
reading, I'll give this a try. So it became an accidental thing, and then 
getting involved in the arrangements and so on was a pretty natural growth 
and there was a catalytic thing between the three of us too, each of us 
musicians who allowed the others to do different things. In fact the 
first day we ever played together the basis of the song 'Anthem' was one 
of the things we sort of jammed on, and the chemistry was apparent just 
from things like that. We had something to offer each other in musical 
energy, I guess the whole being greater than the parts was apparent right 
there, and that was the birth of a song on day one. So it wasn't a calcu
lated thing at all, just us finding eachother and, like I say, our stren
gths and where we could best help eachother. 

BC: You must have been a voracious reader, do you still find time for it? 

NP: Oh absolutely, there are so many books, so little time. 

BC: We have a call from the home territory for Neil right now, listener of 
Q107 in Toronto in Richmond Hill Ontario is Rowe, good evening Rowe. 

ROWE Neil, how're you doing? 

NP: Very well thanks, how are you? 

ROWE I was gonna ask you how serious were you guys about recruiting a forth 
on stage band member, because I've noticed on previous tours 'Presto' and 
'Roll The Bones' Geddy especially seemed to be enjoying himself because 
he was so occupied with the keyboards. 

NP: Yeah it has been a constant matter of inner debate certainly for Geddy 
and for all of us; everyones so darn busy on stage now that sometimes 
it's hard to have fun. But we were nervous about the chemistry of adding 
a forth member and we're pretty proud to have been a trio in the sense 
of what we can accomplish as three guys, and thus we've decided to deal 
with that certain kind of limitation in live work; but at the same time 
we can structure the show around that - the earlier part of the show will 
have more demanding parts where Geddy and Alex are pressing things with 
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their feet and hitting things with their fingers, and I'm sending off 
some keyboard samples too, behind the drumkit and we're sharing the 
labour as much as we can. Then toward the end of the show we structure it 
so that a lot of that drops out and the songs are less demanding technol
ogically and we can have more fun, so basically the serious part of the 
show comes over, and we feel that certain pressure lifts and I think the 
audience feels it too, so that by the time we get to the end of the show 
and into the encore it's evident that everyone's supposed to have fun 
now and that the hard parts over with. So, it is a difficult decision to 
make but we like being a trio so we've decided we'll have to deal with 
it. 

BC: Rowe, thanks for the call. Time to give the 'Big Wheel' a spin. 

PLAY THE BIG WHEEL 

BC: We have another call from Patrick in Detroit. 

PATRICK Mr. Peart! 

NP: Yes, hi Patrick. 

PATRICK A couple of quick questions, first regarding your tours, why does 
Rush choose to perform music from every release with the exeption of 
'Caress Of Steel'? 

NP: Er, nothing deliberate really •.. it's just a kind of intuitive choice of 
songs that we can still feel comfortable with playing, and there isn't 
really one on there that we would resurrect comfortably and enjoyably for 
ourselves. So it's not really a deliberate ignoring that the way some 
bands have ignored albums that they feel were overlooked out of bitterness 
or whatever, but for us it is too hard - there are so many albums for us 
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to represent, each one of them in a two hour show, so we select little 
bits that we think would be fun to play and the audience might like. What 
can I say - we just try to find enough new songs and an interesting sel
ection of old songs and if they get tired we retire them, or in the case 
of this tour we brought back 'Limelight' because we felt we could have fun 
playing it again, and basically it ' s j ust a case of sincerity; whatever 
we feel we can relay to the audience. 

Be: Patrick, there you go, we're gonna move on because we're gonna run out of 
time, we're gonna talk to Jeremy in Atlanta, Jeremy your on. 

JEREMY hi, Neil. 

NP: Hi , Jeremy. 

JEREMY My question is who or what is the "Gangster Of Boats ... " 

NP: It's strickly an inside joke in the sense that the other two guys keep 
threatening that if I don't come up with an album title in time they're 
gonna call it 'Gangster Of Boats' for reasons better known to them. And 
then the joke in that it's part four of a trilogy so .... 

Be: It's nice to hear you do an instrumental again too. 

NP: Well, as I mentioned in some of the writing I've done about the record; 
we always intend to but our best intentions seem to get derailed by .•.. 
well I come in with some words and the guys have just written a piece of 
music that happens to marry to it perfectly and away we go, so the instru
mental gets robbed. 

Be: Does Geddy ever come to you and say these are great lyrics Neil, but I 
don't think I can sing them. 

NP: Oh, absolutely. There's a lot of feedback I get there and what you would 
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call for another fifty cent word the euphoniousness of it has be come 
very important and he and I work very closely to make sure a line says 
what I want it to say clearly but also is it as good as possible for him 
to sing; is it as comfortable as possible and also the breakup of the 
line in terms of vowels and consanants affect a singer a lot, and it's 
something I'm learning about all the time in the craft of lyric writing. 
So, I certainly get a lot of feedback from Geddy on that and there are 
words that look good on paper and sound good in my head but certainly do 
not falloff the tongue readily for him, that imput I'm glad to get 
because in the end it sounds better. 

BC: Well euphony's such a wonderful thing especially when compared to caco
phony . - We have Yoko on the line in Tokyo Bay, Yoko here's Neil for you. 

YOKO Hi. 

NP: Hello. 

YOKO You haven't been to Japan for a long time, do you have any plans to come 
over? 

NP: Erm •.• it could happen, it's hard to say. I think I mentioned earlier . 
that for us it's kind of an indulgence to do these things for ourselves -
to go to interesting places and that because we're kept so busy just by 
the size of our audience in Canada and the U.S. We went there before and 
had a really nice time and I think it's possible we'll go back again, but 
we don't have any immediate plans to. This year we plan to go back to 
Europe because they're mad for us for not going there for the last fiv e 
years (laughs) you can't please everybody. 

BC: Yoko thanks for your call, Brians on the line from Saskatchewan, hello! 

BRIAN A quick question here, I notice that a lot of your songs and now with 
'Roll The Bones', you deal with astronomy and space. I'm very interested 
in that and I'm just wondering to what degree do you and the guys have 
an interest in that? 

NP: I guess just amateurish fascination with it . I think you might be referr
ing to the opening verse of 'Dreamline' which has an interesting history. 
During the last tour between Cincinnatti and Columbus we had a day off so 
I bicycled up that trip and got there after a hundred miles, all tired 
and sweaty and sat down and ate dinner and watched Nova, and there was a 
programme on satelite imaging and they were literally making a road map 
of Jupiter and they were talking about rivers that they'd been able to map 
under the Sahara, which used to be a tropical rainforest. So just the 
imagery of that captured me - I guess it has to do with astronomy but 
dealing with space for me is the final frontier! but it is just fascinat
ion y'know. When you lay on the ground and look up at the night sky you 
can't help but be carried away; 'Mystic Rythms' is another song too that 
addressed that particular feeling of smallness but at the same time, 
spiritual greatness, that you're a part of all that wonderfulness. 

BC: Brian, thankyou. Ken's on the line from Illinois, hi Ken. 

KEN How ya' doin' Neil? 

NP: Fine thankyou. 

KEN Oh great, In tha band's spare time does everyone tend to stay away from 
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eachother? 

NP: (laughing ) Not much actually, in fact when we're on the road Geddy and 
Alex will be out most of the time playing tennis or will see each other 
to have dinner or just have a drink after the show or something. During 
the off time when we are actually on holiday everyone will be off to 
different parts of the world or getting to know their own families again. 
So we don't stay apart out of antipathy or disliking each other or any
thing, but by having different lives, which are of course a healthy thing 
for the relationship. . 

Be: Sam you get the honour of being the last caller to Neil Peart tonight. 

SAM How you doin'? 

NP: Hi, Sam. 

SAM First of all I'd like to say Rush has been one of my favourite bands for 
the last ten years. My first question has to do with the longevity of 
Rush, what you might attribute to your continued success and how long can 
we expect to see new Rush albums in the future? 

NP: Ha ha, it's always difficult to answer the question about why we've lasted 
so long, but certainly it has to do with personnality, temperament and 
the level of satisfaction I think as I said earlier. None of us feels 
like we have to get outside the band to assert ourselves or make a solo 
album. Myself as a drummer for instance; there has never been a style of 
music I've wanted to play that I haven't been able to do in Rush music, 
whether it's been African music or reggae or big band jazz, whatever I 
like and if it fits with the other guys it works - there are no limitat
ions. As far as the future goes actually we're feeling exceptionally 
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hopeful that ... er ... we recognised during the making of this record that 
it is something that will satisfy us creatively for a long time, so we 
certainly don't see the end in sight. 

Be: Sam thanks for the call, thank s to everyone for calling tonight. Now, 
you've done 90 minutes on Rockline Neil, did you have a good time, did 
you enjoy talking to all your fans? 

NP: Yes, I'd like to thank you very much and everyone who called in, it has 
been a really good experience. 

Be: Now, I was told that you hadn't done live radio in some ten years, is that 
the case? 

NP: It could be something like that yes. I've done recorded ones after the 
show or during the afternoon, but it's hard to haul me into a radio 
station in the afternoon these days, there are so many other things to 
do. 

Be: Well we hope you come back and that it ' s not ten years from now. 

NP: Thankyou I'd like to come back. 

Be: Alright well you have the opportunity to come back anytime and please 
give our best to Geddy and Alex, and good luck for the rest of the tour, 
and we hope to see you soon. 

NP: Thankyou I will. 
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An Intervie~ ~ith 
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Andrew MacNaughtan is first and foremost a photographer. You will 
no doubt, have seen his work in recent tour books and promotional 
shots allover the music press . At tour time he doubles up as the 
bands personal assistant and Andrew graciously took time out and 
allowed us to interview him on the Presto tour in Seattle. The 
following will give you an insight into his own work as well as 
his involvement with Rush. 

As we commenced, we spoke briefly about giving up smoking . So, as 
Andrew lit up to prepare himself for his first ever interview .... 

AM: Hopefully I can give up. Once I get back to Toronto and my 
normal schedule I'll .... well it's not normal, I have a strange 
schedule, I do so much back home with my photography, plus other 
things with Rush - working at Anthem and things like that. I burn 
myself out quite quickly and get quite tired so .. .. 'Better have a 
cigarette, give me some of that energy!' 

SOR: How did you first get involved with the band and Anthem? 

AM: Actually it's quite an interesting story. It's funny because 
it a ll came back to haunt me a couple of weeks ago when I brought 
Sebastian Bach of Skid Row backstage to meet the band; weil not to 
haunt me but, it was a little embarrasing because the band was 
there. When I was 16 I started up a fan club in Toronto called the 
Rush Backstage Club of Toronto . I tried to do something like you 
guys, I was your typical Rush fan, fanatic, but I always tried to 
apply a positive thing. Instead of just being a fan that would 
hang out at hotel doors . It is fine to be fanatical about a band 
believe me, everyone wants an idol, everyone wants things to look 
up to and follow but, I put it to a more pratical use, as you have, 
and developed a fan club. 

So anyway, Sebastian Bach used to ba a member of my fan club, and 
we knew each other from back then, and when we talked a couple of 
weeks back we had some great laughs. So did the band because Bach 
didn ' t waste time telling Rush that I used to do a Rush fan club! 

SOR: We never heard of it, we would have joined otherwise. Wasn't 
there an ad in Circus magazine for it? 

AM: That's a different one. Mine was just a club in Toronto.It was 
the same name as the International one done out of Las Vegas, but 
I made mine specific that it was just Toronto . 

SOR: Were you a big Rush collector? Did you collect records etc? 
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AM: Not really. At that time I didn't have a lot of disposable 
income. I basically collected posters. I pretty well have all the 
posters from that era and buttons and things like that. I didn't 
really collect that much, I was just happy to have the records 
and hear the music. That was the main thing. 

I remember at my school, a teacher of mine used to live down the 
street from Geddy in Toronto. She told me this in confidence and I 
was about 17 at the time and remember driving down to his house 
and knocking on the door. He actually doesn't remember that but, I 
knocked and asked him for an autograph. He said:"I'd appreciate it 
if you didn't tell anybody where I lived. You're a polite boy .... " 
He shook my hand and that was it. 

SOR: That was a nice touch by him, and on your way and you didn't 
wash you hand for a month! 

AM: I couldn't wash my hand for a month, exactly. I was just in 
awe. He was very polite himself. And that almost gave me the 
energy again to, even though I was doing the club out of my own 
time and effort, to keep it going because, just that little perk. 
When you're a kid of that age, things like that are really very 
important to you. I can understand why fans, Rush fans, are very 
persistant about meeting the band and all that sort of thing, 
which is fine, but there's a time and a place for that. The band 
for the most part is quite willing to do an autograph, as long as 
there isn't fifty people waiting for them, or they're coming to 
people's doors and being really obnoxious. I am now really under
standing that. 

Rush is out there to give, they've already given of themselves, 
they're producing records that they like, that hopefully you can 
share their joy that they have put into the music. I think there 
is a fine line between wanting more from them. And of course, when 
there's 800,000 kids out there that want the same thing, it just 
can't happen. 

Getting back to the story. The next time I actually met Alex and 
Geddy was when I went down to Radio City Music Hall in New York, 
for the Grace Under Pressure tour. Actually before Grace when they 
were experimenting with the new songs. I got a chance to formally 
meet Geddy and Alex at the time; which was nice. 
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SOR: Was this in the capacity of photographer? 

AM: NO. This is before that happened, right before I launched a 
music magazine. It was a free Toronto based glossy publication and 
was distributed through record stores. During that period I did an 
interview with Alex for Grace, and I put him on the cover. During 
this time I went and shot a couple of shows and got a whole bunch 
of good concert stuff. The magazine then folded and was bought out 
by a publisher. 

SOR: This kid was ambitious! 

AM: Yeah, not your normal teenager. I had these photo's of Rush, I 
called up Howard (Ungerleider), I knew him through the fan club 
and met him occasionally, he got me tickets and things. I gave him 
a whole bunch of my photo's,just to take down to Anthem to give to 
the person in charge of photo's and stuff. I said that I hadn't a 
use for them can you use them? It was at this point that they were 
doing their tour book for Power Windows. The band loved the photos 
and they had nothing for the tour book, as they had used them up, 
they bought about 12 shots of mine, and used them in the Power 
Windows tour book. Which was really great, a great honour. 

That led me to shoot on the Power Windows tour . They sent me down 
to Binghampton, Troy and Syracuse in New York, I shot all that and 
then onto Buffalo and some in Toronto. They used a lot of those 
photo's as well, they were used for magazine articles as well as 
the Hold Your Fire tour book, which was great. I started to get my 
way in there, working with Rush in a different way, other than the 
now folded fan club. It was getting too large. So, I passed it all 
onto the Las Vegas fan club. 

SOR: What did you do then? 

AM: I then again started to meet the band a little more because 
they started to use my photo's and I bumped into Geddy a couple of 
times. I did a lot of concert stuff and more studio work. At that 
point Anthem signed a band of mine, THe Spoons. They did well in 
Canada with their first two albums. When they signed to Anthem, I 
was helping them with management as well as doing photography for 
them. I did their album cover for Bridges Over Borders that got 
Anthem more aware of my studio work as a photographer. 

When I wasn't shooting, I was looking for work, so I came in to 
Anthem doing part-time stuff for them. I then started doing more 
photography for The Spoons and other Anthem bands: Gowan, Malcolm 
Burn and Images and Vogue. Working part-time at Anthem and doing 
my photography I started working for Geddy. At this time Geddy 
and I started to become friends, through the office and Christmas 
parties and things like that, and we found we had a lot in cornmon 
with regards to photography and art and history etc. 

SOR: He's the band member who gets more involved with the video 
side of things isn't he? 
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AM: Yes. He's very creative in that way. He has very strong visual 
talents, aside from his incredible music talents. So we would do a 
lot of things together with regard to museums and art galleries.So 
then as a friend, I asked him to come down and let me do some 
photo's of him in the studio. He agreed and I did portraits of him 
and he loved them so much; and in fact he said that these were 
probably the best portraits that he's ever had of himself. Also 
his family and friends have said that it's the best he's ever 
looked. That's a very wonderful thing for me, because it's been a 
goal of mine to one day, get these guys into the studio. 

By that time I had asked Alex if he 'd be willing to come in and 
let me shoot him in the studio. Four months later, before they 
went off to record Presto, he came in. And he really liked the 
portraits too. So they both spoke to Neil, and I shot him in the 
middle of recording the album, in Toronto at McClear Place. I went 
down with my entire system to the studio and tried to duplicate 
what I did with Alex and Geddy. 

SOR: We were a little surprised with the pictures of Geddy when we 
first saw them, with his hair tied back and the shades. It was a 
bit like 'Oh my god!' 

AM: Yes. Well that's the thing. I feel that is what Geddy is about. 
He's a man with a lot of style, very intelligent, very worldly 
and he's exposed to a lot of things that are so incredible out 
there. Things that I'm learning about as well, so much out there 
with art, history and architecture and beautiful things that a lot 
of people just don't take the time to investigate. So, he's got a 
lot of style, he's a great guy and what you see there, that's him. 
That's the way he is and if the fan don't like that ... 

That photo really represents, as a photographer, my style. I have 
a tendency to do things a little bit more alternative. I like to 
have a sophisticated portrait. I try and get a really beautiful 
portrait, as flattering as possible. And when Geddy fell in love 
with that shot it was great; he said: "this should be used for the 
album jacket." 

SOR: When he came in for the shoot, he just happened to have the 
shades on? 

AM: Well, actually no. I told him to put them on. I really wanted 
something that was different. 

SOR: You certainly achieved it anyway. 

AM: Believe me it wasn't just me, it was him, that's the way he's 
been wearing his hair for two years now. That's his look, that's 
his style. It resulted from a discussion beforehand. I said would 
love to see you, as you, as who you are. Geddy the way he is, he 
wears beautiful clothes; he's a man with great taste. I told him 
to throw on the glasses. I mean there's a whole bunch of other 
shots that I've never had released yet, without his glasses in the 
same setting. 
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So, he took them to the band, the band said great. That's how I 
did it. What's interesting about the whole shoot for the Presto 
album jacket, those portraits, is they were shot over a period of 
eight months! I know they look as if they were done at the same 
time, but they're really different times. 

SOR: Are there some group photo's as well? 

AM: Yes. The group photo's - the one thing you have to understand, 
it's very hard to get the band all together in one place. They're 
very busy people and they hate having their photo's taken. They 
really find it, not a waste of time, they know they have to do it 
because it's required when you're doing an album and for press 
and all that, but they really find it difficult to get themselves 
together to do a photo session. So basically the next best time to 
get them to do a group shoot was when they were doing The Pass 
video. With the new label, they really needed portrait .and group 
shots and stuff for magazines like Music Express in Canada I do. 

SOR: That's a good shot on the cover of Music Express you did. 

AM: That was shot at the same time. What I did is, they flew down 
to New York, I spent the day with the band on- the set for The Pass. 
About three-quarters of the day was shot outside, on location in 
this old abandoned school yard. The photo ' s you see in the Presto 
tour book are stills from this session. They then went indoors and 
filmed all the indoor stuff, which is now used for The Pass video. 
The director, Matt Mahurin went through all the footage and the 
outdoor footage was not up to par as the indoor footage was. So it 
was decided to leave it up to the director and as you can see the 
video is fantastic; probably one of their best video's. 

SOR: Love the song and the video is excellent. 

AM: Oh the song is brilliant. It was the first song that clicked 
with me when I first heard the album. So the outdoor footage was 
never used. It probably never will be. 

SOR: It's just stored is it, that sort of footage? 
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AM: Yeah. That's it, it's just stored. But those stills you see in 
the tour book is what was shot outside. It was a very cold day, it 
was freezing. They came off the bus, did one thing and went back 
in to keep warm. So I shot stills there and they loved what I shot 
and wanted to use them for the tour book. I think some were used 
for an ad' to promote The Pass single in the States. 

Afterwards, when they were doing the video indside, I basically 
had my entire studio, I had two complete set-ups. The thing is, 
when you shoot Rush, you get them in, you get them out. I feel 
very honoured to be able to shoot Rush, because there are very few 
people that ever have. The top people that have always shot Rush 
have been: Dimo Safari Fin Costello and Deborah Samuel. 

SOR: Lovely portraits she did for the Hold Your Fire album, they 
were really good! 

AM: Deborah is one of Canada's best. I love her work and really 
have a lot of admiration for her and hope one day I can be of her 
level. I do have a pretty substantial portfolio - I do have a lot 
of good pieces in there. And having Rush is fantastic and doing 
this album jacket is just a dream come true. 

Getting back - I had two set-ups, I had the red background set-up, 
which was shot specifically for the Music Express cover; which 
didn't turn out the way I'd liked it to. It was the most beautiful 
portrait I'd done, I was very proud of it. Unfortunately, the 
reproduction of the magazine all went flat. Really disappointed. 
The other set-up which had the background painting which was like 
a cloud scene; I tried to duplicate the album cover in some ways. 

SOR: If you compare those photo's from the album with the ones you 
are just talking about, they look as though they were shot at the 
same time. You did a good job there. 

AM: Well, I think it's important to try to keep continuity, but 
still keep things that are different. I really work hard at trying 
to do lighting that is flattering. Priority, make people look good. 

SOR: Do you shoot like 'glamour photgraphers' and shoot a lot of 
film then pick the best ones, or do you pose them? 

AM: When I did Geddy's session, I did several different things. It 
basically took one hour to do the whole thing. When I do a session 
in the studio for a band, I like to go in and spend half to a full 
day; I like to give the band as many things as they can work with. 
Enough for an album cover, magazine work, promo shots, single 
sleeves, posters etc. I like to do at least four different set-ups. 

SOR: That's good, so they haven't got to come back and do it all 
again another time with another set-up. 

AM: Exactly. In most cases I shoot a LOT of film. I may shoot 25 
rolls. With Rush though, you get them in, you get them out! 
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SOR: And take the best advantage you can of the time you've got! 

AM: Exactly. Remember, they had been shooting a video all day. 
They came into my set-ups - I went bang, bang ,bang - I shot maybe 
three rolls for the magazine cover. I moved them to the next set, 
went bang, bang, bang and shot enough stuff to cover them for 
different things. The whole shoot took 20-30 minutes . That is the 
way I like to work . I like to have everything ready and they just 
walk here, walk there, bang, they're out of there. When you are 
dealing with a band of that calibre, things have got to be like 
that. It was the most wonderful thing that could have happened to 
me. Geddy laughs at this, because I am a Rush fan, it's weird, the 
things sort of happened. I worked towards them, it wasn't as though 
I didn't do anything to try to get where I am today. Shooting and 
having my photo's on a Rush album, that was my dream come true. 

SOR: It must have similar to what 'The B-Man ' did then really, the 
way he worked himself in there? Working for the radio station, and 
doing interviews, becoming friends and eventually writing Visions . 

AM: Yes I would say the same thing. It's a great thing and I have 
to thank a lot of that to Geddy. He's been very supportive of my 
work, he's been a great friend, it's been a dream come true. Also 
I'm keeping this all in prospective now, because it's funny, once 
you get to a certain point your attitudes change. I mean, yes I 
still love Rush music, this is what's funny, it's always been the 
exception to my musical tastes. I listen to a lot of alternative 
music like New Order, The Cure and Depeche Mode and things like 
that which probably a lot of Rush fans would go errhh. 

SOR: The three you mentioned are British bands. Any significance? 

AM: Yes. I have a real passion for British music. I try to go over 
every year and shoot British bands. A few years ago; and I know 
when you write this down your readers are going to go: ~ ERRHH, you 
shot those people? - I shot Bros. It was funny, it was like ERRHH 
Bros, I know they don't have a lot of respect with this audience 
but, I shot Bros, Wet, Wet, Wet and Hue & Cry. 

That concludes the first part of the Andrew MacNaughtan interview. 
In part two, Andrew talks about, amongst other things, his role 
as the bands P.A., the Anthem archives and reveals what became of 
Geddy's 12-string Rickenbacker double-neck guitar. 
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It seems like light years since (in Tr ivia #5) I introduced the subject of 
support acts on Rush tours. It probably seems like a similar amount of 
time to J . Cobetto of Canada and 'Noggin' from Surrey in the U. K., who sent 
me their contributions for the feature too • • • Sorry for the delay folks, 
but you know how it is; new LP's being released, tour dates, Geddy Lee on 
the dog and bone ••• 

But (as ever) I digress. Reviews of Rush support acts follow: 

STRAY - "21l2" tour, 1977. 
"A good straight- ahead, no - nonsense boogie rock band. They provided a good 
platform for what was to come. Pre- and post- set entertainment was 
provided by Andy Dunkley, a.k.a . "The Living Jukebox"! All in all not bad 
(but they were both onto a loser as everyone was waiting to hear, for the 
first time, "From Toronto, Canada, please welcome .•• • ")." 

MAX WEBSTER - "Hemispheres" tour, 1979. 
"Not b,ad, and considering they were giving away a free Max flexi-disc in 
the foyer, surely worth a listen. Competent musicianship. Who was that 
guy in the ridiculous genie trousers anyway? Did anyone really care ?" 

TOMMY SHAW - "Hold Your Fire" tour, 1988 . 
"A good crowd pleaser, and nice to hear some of those old and classic Styx 
songs for the first time, mixed with some of Shaw's own material. Very 
enjoyable listening." 

MR. BIG - "Presto" tour, 1990. 
"Well what can I say? BIG JOBS really. Totally unsuitable as support, 
obnoxious stage presence and songs. The bass solo was a total farce; over 
indulgent, too fast, inaudible and thoroughly, thoroughly, boring. The 
guitar solo with the aid of a power drill? Well, nearly as exciting as 
the bass if at all possible. Basically total shite !" 

Noggin 

RED RIDER - "Grace Under Pressure" tour, 1984. 
"A well-packaged Toronto group that slogged for years ~n Canada before 
finally making it in 1986. Using all the imaginative cliches, they put on 
a high-energy show. They concentrated on their latest album "Breaking 
Curfew", performing, among others, the first single "Young Thing, Wild 
Dreams (Rock Me)". Despite being a solid band, they did not fit on the 
same bill as Rush. Red Rider play clean, power rock, but with little 
distinguishing marks; the crowd wasn't into it. Lead singer and leader of 
the band Tom Cochrane simply couldn't get them stompin', clappin' and 
singin' to his cue. Nevertheless, the audience (don't you mean the band? 
-- SA) was treated to a rarity for an opening act -- an encore." 
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MARILLION - "Power Windows" tour, 1985. 
Marillion are a favo urite of Montreal, the city t hat gave them their first 
big North American break. The band had been categorised as a progressive 
rock group in the fine British tradition of Genesis and Gentle Giant. A 
perfect support act Rush -- a small portion of the crowd had come just to 
see them. 

Throughout the set the band was ti ght and in full form, but lead 
singer Fish lacked some s pace to move ar ound. Since his last visit Fish 
had changed; gone was the make- up, instead he had added a beard and a few 
pounds. The s ound was so terrible s omeone should have been brought up on 
charges. The band had such a good choice of songs to choose from but only 
filled their 45-minute set with a medley of the "Misplaced Childhood" 
album. No "Garden Party", no "Assassing", no "Market Square Heroes", 
nothing !! -- and that really pissed off a lot of people. Nevertheless, it 
was interesting to see a band of Marillion's calibre opening up, since 
theyheadline their own shows in Europe, attracting crowds as big as Rush's 
(well maybe not quite -- SA)." 

CHALK CIRCLE - "Hold Your Fire" tour, 1988 . 
"It was really strange to see this pop- rock group (again from Toronto) open 
for Rush, since they ar e totally different in sound and style. This four 
piec e out~it sounds a bit like U2, but has some original and very unique 
materia l • . With a couple of albums under their belt, the band have enjoyed 
a lot of success on the club circuit in Canada. Great vocals, great sound, 
and they pounded out hits like "Not In My Backyard", "This Mourning" and 
"April Fool". They gave a surprisingly assured performance for a band used 
to venues no bigger than the Hammersmith Odeon (big Canadian club circuit 
venues then? -- SA). \fuen the too-short set was over (40 minutes), 
theyearned a generous chorus of cheers. This was a great performance, but 
again it didn't really fit in with Rush (Why not? Surely we don't want to 
see an act that similar to the headliner? -- SA). It was nice of Rush to 
bring them along in order to keep the Canadian quality of the evening." 

VOIVOD - "Presto" tour, 1990. 
"Today's progressive hard rock is darker than it used to be and Voivod 
(whose members are from the Province of Quebec) shredded a half- hour of 
speed metal to great applause (what ??!! -- SA). The show was hard and 
heavy; while they played the briefest of sets, Piggy's scabrous guitar 
combined speed and crunch that would have qny thrash ·fan in ecstasy. 
Included in the set was a version of Pink Floyd's "Astronomy Domine". 
Singer Snake and his three sidemen were delighted at playing to a full 
house. The previous night in Quebec City they had received an even bigger 
response from the crowd. That show was marked by a few problems with the 
PA system which scared the hell out of me, knowing that Rush would take the 
stage shortly. Thankfully everything was in order for the headliners. 
Voivod have worked hard over the last two years to escape the underground 
ghetto and at the end of the evening it felt like a sci-fi rock torch was 
being passed from Rush to Voivod ••• " 

J Cobetto. 

The support acts subject can now be closed. 
overload thanks to Andrew (Lancaster Uni -
the N.M.S. 
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WANTED: Things for use in 
'SPIRIT.' Articles, artwork, I 
reviews, letters, ideas etc.Wel 
still need your contributions I 
to keep the mag going. So have I 
a go! To 'SPIRIT' 23 GARDEN I 
CLOSE, CHINBROOK ROAD, GROVE I 
PARK, LONDON SE12 9TG. I 

NOW AVAILABLE: The world-wide 
chronicle of Rush recordings! 
For a copy of this NEW updated 
discography No.3, send $5 cash 
by registered mail to: 
ERIC ROSS, 8571 TERN COURT, 
CHANHASSEN, MN. 55317, U.S.A. 

RUSH AUDIO: New 92 master list 
available. Over 550 live shows 
interviews, specials, promo's 
from 1973 to 'Bones' 1992. For 
a copy of this list send a SAE 
(9"X 4") or overseas two IRC's 
to RUSH AUDIO,8 RYELANDS CLOSE 
CATERHAM, SURREY CR33 5HY. 

FOR SALE/TRADE: Marillion on 
video. Tapes for sale or trade 
for live Rush audio and 
memorabilia. Write for list: 
TONY, 46 WHINBANK ROAD, 
PLYMOUTH, DEVON PL5 3BB. 

------------------------------- WANTED: Pen-pals in Canada. 
WANTED: Rush - Off The Record Write to DEBBIE MACHIN, FLAT 2 
transcriptions to buy or trade 7COPTHORNE ROAD, PENN FIELDS, 
Please send lists to: CHRIS WOLVERHAMPTON WV3 8AE ENGLAND. 
GREEN, 502 COG LANE, BURNLEY, ------------------------------
LANCASHIRE BBI 5HR. FOR SALE: Atlantic promo photo 

------------------------------- (Presto) fully autographed and 
FOR SALE: 'Guitar Player' mag Power Windows (UK LP) fully 
July 1987 with Guitar Summit autographed. Offers by 31 May 
flexi (played twice only!) to: A. HEARN, 64 HILLSIDE ROAD 
featuring Alex. Also Eurotour I SALTASH, CORNWALL PL12 6EY. 
1983 black sweatshirt, size 1------------------------------
medium, good condition. Any offers? Contact: JIM BUSHELL, 
8 BUSHELL CLOSE, NESTON, SOUTH WIRRAL, CHESHIRE L64 9QD. 

AUCTION 

Only a few items this time as the tour is fast approaching! 
The following items are for auction. Each has a Minimum Bid 
(MB) against it. Send offers in writing, (DO NOT SEND ANY 
MONEY UNTIL ASKED TO DO SO), to NEIL at the address below by 
1st May 1992. Trades welcomed, let me know what you have. If 
you need any information, write enclosing a SAE or 2 IRC ' s. 

7" MB 
1) VITAL SIGNS - VITAL 7 - IRISH £3 
2) BATTLE SCAR - RUSH & MAX WEBSTER - MER 59 WITH PI S £5 

12" 
3) THE SPIRIT OF RADIO - RADIO 12 - PIS £6 
4) PRIME MOVER - RUSH 1412 - PI S £3 
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CD & OTHERS 
5) SHOW DON'T TELL - PR 3082-2 - u.s. PROMO CD (SEALED) £8 
6) THE PASS - PR3175-2 - U.S. PROMO CD (SEALED) £8 
7) TIME STAND STILL - CDP- 0 5 - U.S. PROMO CD £7 
8 ) POWER WINDOWS TOUR PROGRAMME £5 
9 ) PRESTO PROMOTIONAL PENCIL - RABBIT IN TOP HAT £3 

10) SHOW DON'T TELL - ANCS 001 - CANADIAN CASSETTE SINGLE £4 
11) GRACE UNDER PRESSURE TOUR PROGRAMME £10 
12) ROLL THE BONES - PRCD 4260-2 - U.S. PROMO CD PIC-DISC £7 
13) ROLL THE BONES - PROMOTIONAL SCROLL (9"X 32") V.RARE £12 
14) ROLL THE BONES RADIO SPECIAL - PROMO INTERVIEW CD £12 

The following are Polish picture postcards (6"x 4") with one 
track upon them. They are not of great quality but VERY RARE. 
The minimum bid for each is £5: 

15) FLY BY NIGHT 
18) TOM SAWYER 
21) RED SECTOR A 

16) WORKING MAN 
19) FREEWILL 
22) FORCE TEN 

ROLL THE BONES 

17) CLOSER TO THE HEART 
20) THE TREES 

The following items are available NOW at the SET SALE price 
below, incl. postage. These are VERY LIMITED, so please write 
first enclosing a SAE to reserve. First corne first served! 

DREAMLINE - PRCD 4120-2 - U.S. PROMO CD SINGLE £7 
PRESS - KIT - 12 PAGE BIOGRAPHY BOOKLET & 8X10 PHOTO £10 
PRESS-KIT - 12 PAGE BIOGRAPHY BOOKLET - NO PHOTO £5 
3-TRACK 12" PROMO - ROLL THE BONES / FACE UP/DREAMLINE £8 
CD OF THE ALBUM WITH GENUINE PROMO STICKER ON CASE £8 
WHERE'S MY THING? - PRCD 4126-2 - U.S. PROMO CD SINGLE £7 
ROLL THE BONES 1991-1992 TOUR PROGRAMME ( 1 ONLY ) £5 

LOOKING FOR AN ITEM, PEN-PAL OR HAVE SOMETHING YOU WISH TO 
ADVERTISE FOR SALE OR TRADE? TAKE OUT A FREE AD. SEND TO: 
PERMANENT TRADES , 8 RYELANDS CLOSE, CATERHAM, SURREY CR3 5HY. 

JOIN US AT THE RUSH BACKSTAGE CLUB r~OW! 
A MEMBERSHIP of just $10.00 includes: 

( . * A 221/2 X 35 fu ll -co lor poster: "ROLL· THE • BONES" * 
* A tour book! 
* A Swiss embroidered crest of the RUSH logo! 
* Your personalized RUSH BACKSTAGE CLUB certificate. 
* Special offerings of limited edition official RUSH BACKSTAGE CLUB merchandise! 
* Purchase as litt le as 1 item each year and stay on our mailing li st. 

ALL THIS FOR JUST $10.00 (plus postage) - JOIN NOW! 
Make your check (in U.S. funds) or money order payable to: 

(or charge your purchase to a credit card) 

RUSH BACKSTAGE CLUB 
951 Toni Ave., Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 

(Please do not send cash.) 
·We reserve the right to substitute if unavailable. 
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SPiRiT OF RUSH 

S"tMuiptiQllS, tel! ". "eld' .... ' i_litles, cQlt:: 
U.K.: £6.80 (including P&P) • U.S.A. / Canada: $20.00 (including P&P) 

Europe: £8.00 (including P&P) • Australia / N.l.: £12.00 (including P&P) 

1kIc: • • "',.1,:; 
All previous back issues are still currently in stock; Priced as follows: 
U.K.: £2.00 per issue (including P&P) • U.S.A. / Canada: $5.00 per issue (including P&P) 

Europe: £2.50 per issue (including P&P) • Australia / N.l.: £3.00 per issue (including P&P) 

Back Issues and subscriptions for U.K. (Australia, Japan, N.l., etc.) available from: 
Spirit of Rush - 23, Garden Close - Chinbrook Road 
Grove Park - London S.E. 12 9TG - England 

Back Issues and subscriptions for ALL other European countries outside U.K. ONLY available from: 
Ben DeGraaf - Marterhof 1- 4874 KN Etten-Leur 
Holland - The Netherlands 

U.K. readers should pay by crossed cheque or Postal Money Order, NOT CASH. Overseas readers should pay by 
bank draft or International Money Order in STERLING ONLY, please. If these are unavailable cash sterling or cash 
dollars only. . 

We regret that personal cheques in foreign currency CANNOT be accepted. 

North American readers ONLY: Personal cheques payable to Steve Streeter. 
NOTE: U.s.A. & Canada orders for SOR should be sent to ASOF for speediest delivery! 

Everyone else: Cheques/Postal Money Orders payable to: 

.~ " , .... .. .,.,.,ft.# R ... tt«" 
Please state which issue the subscription is to begin with. Thank you very much. 

A Rush Fanzine FOR and BY Rush Fans 

U.s.A. / Canada subscriptions are available at $20.00 in 
U.s. Dollars (Please make International Money Orders out 
to Steve Streeter) from: 

A Show of Fans 
c/o Steve Streeter 
P.O. Box 292 
Canton, Connecticut 
06019 
U.S.A. 
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European subscriptions and individual issues of A 
Show of Fans are available at £4.00 for four issues or 
£1.00 per issue (checks payable to "Spirit Of Rush") 
from ASOF c/o: 

Neil Elliott 
8 Ryelands Close 
Caterham 
Surrey CR35HY 
Eng land 
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